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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to develop suitable mathematical models for the purpose of
investigating nonlinear instabilities in Micro-Electro-Mechanical (MEM) and NanoElectro-Mechanical (NEM) electrostatic switches. The proposed models capture the
influence of electric field fringing, intermolecular forces, surface stress and surface
elasticity.

Based on Euler-Bernoulli assumptions, a surface elasticity model and the generalized
Young-Laplace equation, effects of surface stress and surface elasticity are incorporated
in the models, while the intermolecular force effects are modelled using quantum
mechanics. The derived governing equation representing static pull-in behaviour of
switches is inherently nonlinear due to the driving electrostatic force and intermolecular
forces which become dominant at nanoscale. Since no exact solutions are available for the
resulting nonlinear differential equation, an approach based on homotopy perturbation
method (HPM) is proposed to construct approximate analytical solutions, as well as to
characterize the instability behaviour. Numerical solutions obtained via finite difference
method (FDM) are employed for validating the analytical results.

HPM in conjunction with Adomian decomposition method (ADM) has been employed for
approximate analytical predictions. To this end, the solutions for the fourth-order twopoint boundary value problem (BVP) representing MEM/NEM electrostatic switches are
constructed in terms of a convergent series. The pull-in parameters, including pull-in
voltage, detachment length and low-voltage actuation windows, are investigated in detail
using the above methods and also via a lumped parameter model. HPM analytical
solutions are found to be more accurate and reliable compared to those predicted via the
lumped parameter model. HPM solutions also tend to overestimate the static deflection,
and underestimate pull-in voltage and detachment length compared to the FDM numerical
solutions. However, its relative differences to the FDM numerical solutions are within an
acceptable range for design purposes. HPM is concluded to work well for the static pull-in
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parameter determination, and is preferred since it is straightforward to implement and
could save computation efforts while not losing accuracy.

Predictions via HPM and FDM also revealed that the influence of surface effects on the
pull-in instability of MEM/NEM switches is significant and the exclusion of surface
effects in the analysis may result in an erroneous estimation of the pull-in parameters.
Further, the concept of Casimir actuated switches is proposed for the purpose of ensuring
the physical realization of a new class of the switchable devices using pure Casmir force
actuation. To this end, a new idea of Casimir-force actuation window has been introduced
for the purpose of ensuring designs that yield functional Casimir actuated switches.

The present study is envisaged to be beneficial for the design and applications of
MEM/NEM electrostatic as well as Casimir actuated switches. The methodology
presented in this thesis may be also used for the analysis of actuation systems, which may
involve other types of nonlinear actuation forces.

Keywords: Casimir force; MEMS; NEMS; switches; pull-in parameters; surface effects;
surface stress; surface elasticity; pull-in voltage; detachment length; low-voltage actuation
window.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Background And Motivation
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) refer to devices with combined electrical
and mechanical components fabricated using integrated circuit batch-processing
technologies. The characteristic length of such devices is less than 1mm but more than
lpm. In contrast with MEMS, Nano-Electro-Mechanical Systems (NEMS) refer to
devices with a characteristic length of less than 1pm. Since the characteristic length of
these NEMS devices shrinks to nanometers, new physics may emerge and the theory
typically applied to MEMS at microscale may not be applicable for NEMS. For example,
the effects of intermolecular forces and tunneling current which are generally negligible
in MEMS may play a significant role in the performance of NEMS. “Small is different,”
the performance of nanoscale devices can differ dramatically from their microscale
counterparts as addressed in [1]: “with MEMS, you could make a mirror and it is still a
mirror, only smaller. But with NEMS, the whole interaction of matter with light is
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different. You get completely new physical properties, and that’s a big opportunity for
new devices.”

MEMS/NEMS is relatively a recent development which can be used in a variety of
industrial as well as consumer product applications. The wide range of applications for
MEMS/NEMS could be classified into four main categories: (1) sensors, gathering
information from environments; (2) actuators, controlling the environment by positioning,
regulating, pumping, and filtering in response to actuation sources; (3) switches, such as
two-terminal and three-terminal relays; (4) resonators; such as oscillators and filters in
communication systems and signal processing applications.

Among these applications, switches are fundamental building blocks in the design of
MEMS/NEMS. These structures have advantages of low power consumption, low
insertion loss, high isolation and good linearity. MEM/NEM switches perform their
functions by adjusting the displacement of the moving electrode under the applied force
until the air gap is dismissed (ON state). When the applied force is removed or minimized
to a specific value, the moving electrode moves back to reform the air gap (OFF state).
The forces required for the mechanical movement can be obtained using electrostatic,
magnetostatic, piezoelectric, or thermal designs. Electrostatic actuation is the most
prevalent technique in use today due to its virtually zero power consumption, small
electrode size, relatively short switching time, and the possibility of biasing the switch
using high-resistance bias lines. Recently, NEM electrostatic switches are also used as
alternatives to transistors in the memory chip. This novel structure is based on vertically
aligned carbon nanotubes in which the mechanical movement of a nanotube relative to a
carbon nanotube based capacitor defines ON and OFF states.

The most common structures for typical MEM/NEM electrostatic switches are the
following [2]:
•

Cantilever beam: This structure is constructed from two conducting electrodes
separated by a dielectric medium (air or vacuum), one fixed to the ground and the
other to a movable beam as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (a).
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•

Clamped-clamped beam: In this structure the two ends of the electrodes are fixed
as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (b).

Among these, the cantilever type can be consider as the most popular form used by the
MEMS/NEMS community, but its instability behaviour at nanoscale is not adequately
understood.

Figure 1.1 Schematics of NEM electrostatic switches (a) Cantilever beam (b) Clampedclamped beam (reproduced from reference [3])

Figure 1.2 (a) illustrates a typical RF switch for a DC-contact MEMS inline series switch
on silicon substrates and the current is considered to flow from the source to the drain
upon contact. This switch was originally developed by a joint team of professors McGruer
and Zavracky et al [4] at Northeastern University and Analog Devices Inc. This typical
microswitch device can be considered to represent a cantilever configuration. The
cantilever beam is fabricated using a thick layer of electroplated gold and is suspended
0.6-1.2 pm above the pull-down electrode. During the operation stage, voltage is applied
between the actuation electrode and the beam to generate electrostatic force. If the
electrostatic force generated by the applied voltage is large enough, the beam can be
pulled down to make contact between the free end tip and the drain. Figure 1.2 (b)
illustrates a titanium nitride based NEM switches with the smallest dimensions ever made
by typical “top-down” complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor fabrication technology
[33-

'

v
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100'pm --------- :---------- *
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Figure 1.2 (a) Analog device inline DC-contact MEMS series switch (b) NEM
electrostatic switch with 30nm-thick beam and 20nm-thick air-gap (reproduced from
reference [3])

It should be noted that when the applied voltage to such beam-based switches exceeds a
critical value, an increase in the electrostatic force becomes greater than the
corresponding increase in the restoring force, resulting in the unstable collapsing of the
beam to the ground position. This behaviour is known as the pull-in instability. To keep
the performance of MEM/NEM switches, prediction on the pull-in behaviour is critical in
the design process. In recent years, many models of electrostatic MEM switches have
been developed based on conventional theories available in mechanics. However, these
classical models may not provide accurate predictions for the devices at nanoscale. In
particular, when the characteristic sizes of these devices shrink to nanometers,
intermolecular forces, such as van der Waals force [5, 6] and Casimir force [7], may play
an important role in predicting the pull-in behaviour of NEM switches, Since the strength
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of these forces falls off rapidly with distance, it is only measurable when the distance
between the two electrodes in NEM switches becomes very small, which can be neglected
for MEM switches. Therefore, characterization of the pull-in instability behaviour of
NEM switches with the consideration of nanoscale features has become a hot topic in
research communities.

For the purpose of investigating the pull-in phenomenon of NEM switches, many studies
have been performed by incorporating the intermolecular forces into the conventional
models. Dequesnes et al [8], among others, studied the effect of the van der Waals force
on the pull-in voltage, while the effect on both pull-in voltage and pull-in gap was
characterized by Rotkin [9], However, these studies have ignored the surface effects of
nanostructured materials, which have received wide attention from researchers owing to
the significance of size-dependent properties of nanomaterials [10-14],

It should be

mentioned that the physical origin of the surface effects is that atoms at the free surface
are exposed to a different environment compared to the atoms in the bulk of a material
[15]. Consequently, the atoms at the surface have extra energy, i.e. the source of surface
energy. Due to the inherently large surface area to volume ratio that is exhibited by
typical nanoscale structures, the surface energy becomes a significant part of the total
elastic energy. Surface effects, including both surface stress and surface elasticity, have
been incorporated in the continuum modeling of nanomaterials [13, 14] by using the
linear surface elasticity theory developed by Gurtin and Murdoch [16] and the generalized
Young-Laplace equations. In surface elasticity model, the surface energy density depends
on the in-plane strain at the surface. The constitutive relations for the surface and the bulk
of the nanostructures are different since the atoms in these two domains experience
different surrounding environments.
For MEMS structures with sizes >100 nm, the effective properties are mainly governed
by classical bulk elastic strain energy in which the influence of surface stress can be
neglected. However, for a NEM beam element such as nanotube, nanowire or nanobelt,
surface effects may play a crucial role in on their performance due to the structure’s large
specific area to volume ratio. To the best of the author’s knowledge, it appears that the
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influence of these surface effects on the behaviour of NEM switches has not been
investigated thus far. Hence, the objective of the current work is to present a general
mathematical model for MEM/NEM switches by incorporating the electrostatic force, the
intermolecular forces and surface effects to characterize their pull-in behaviour. In
particular, the effects of surface elasticity and surface stress on the pull-in parameters of
NEMS will be studied in detail.

1.2 Literature Review
The motivation of the current work is to propose a more accurate model to study the
performance of a MEM/NEM switch by incorporating the electrostatic force, the
intermolecular forces and surface effects. Therefore, literature review will focus on the
existing work in modeling MEM/NEM electrostatic switches, intermolecular forces and
surface effects, respectively.

1.2.1 Modeling of Electrostatic Switches

Electrostatic switches are fundamental building blocks for the design of MEMS/NEMS
systems. A major problem in these switches is their inherent instability, known as the
pull-in instability. Figure 1.1 (a) illustrates a typical cantilever NEM switch which is
constructed from two conducting electrodes separated by a dielectric medium (air or
vacuum), one fixed to the ground and the other to a movable beam. When the switch is
subjected to a switching voltage between the two electrodes, an electrostatic force is
induced on the beam. Once this voltage exceeds a critical value, an increase in the
electrostatic force becomes greater than the corresponding increase in the restoring force,
resulting in the unstable collapsing of the beam to the ground position. This behaviour is
known as the pull-in instability, and the critical voltage is called the pull-in voltage.

The models for characterizing the electrically actuated MEM/NEM switches can be
classified into two categories: lumped parameter model and distributed parameter model.
A simple lumped parameter model was developed in [17] by representing the structure
with a single parallel plate capacitor and an equivalent spring. This is a crude model since
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it only considers the electrostatic force and mechanical restoring force. Later,
Pamidighantam et al [18] proposed a refined lumped model for clamped-clamped beams
and cantilever beams with the consideration of the influence of axial stress and fringing
fields, which were approximated as the spring effective stiffness. Recently, the
intermolecular forces have been incorporated into the lumped parameter model for the
purpose of investigating the pull-in phenomenon of NEM switches. Pruvost et al [19],
among others, proposed a simple methodology based on a lumped model to determine a
low-voltage actuation window for conventional cantilevers by considering Casimir force.

In addition to the lumped parameter models, distributed parameter models have also been
developed to study the behaviour of MEM/NEM switches, which are mainly based on
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory or Timoshenko beam theory. For distributed parameter
model, the electrostatic force and intermolecular forces are distributed along the beam
rather than lumped into equivalent concentrated forces. It should be mentioned that the
electrostatic force, as well as the intermolecular forces for nanoscale switches, are
inversely proportional to higher power of electrode separation and hence MEM/NEM
switches exhibit inherently nonlinear behaviour, which makes the prediction on the pullin instability rather challenging. Moreover, surface effects for nanoscale switches further
complicate the analysis. Therefore, exact solution for the resulting nonlinear beam
equation is difficult to obtain. Several approaches have been attempted to solve these
nonlinear problems. Existing techniques modeling the electrostatic actuation of MEM
switches have been reviewed in [20]. Numerical simulations based on shooting methods,
finite element method and the finite difference method have been performed to simulate
the pull-in parameters of MEM/NEM switches, and some of them have been implemented
in various commercial simulation software such as CoventorWare, Intellisuite, COMSOL
and ANSYS. However, numerical algorithm is rather complicated and time-consuming to
develop, while not providing an explicit link between the switch behaviour and its
geometric parameters and some other effects. To overcome these drawbacks of the
numerical analysis, analytical formulations with approximate closed form solutions have
been pursued by researchers aiming to provide a better insight into the pull-in behaviour
of devices. The approximate solution techniques such as reduced-order method, green
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functions, and perturbation are employed to construct approximate solutions, as well as to
characterize the pull-in behaviour of MEM/NHM switching systems.

The reduced-order model was constructed by discretizing the governing equation into a
finite-degree-of-freedom system using a Galerkin procedure [21, 22].

Younis [22],

among others, applied the reduced-order approach to model electrically actuated MEM
switches and obtained analytical expressions for certain significant pull-in parameters.
Nayfeh et al [21] presented a review of the reduced-order modeling technique in the
applications for a variety of MEMS systems. More recently, Batra et al [23] applied the
reduced-order model to study the pull-in instability of the electrostatically actuated
nanostructures with the consideration of Casimir force. These studies showed that the
pull-in parameters predicted by the reduced-order model agree well with experimental
work.

Ramezani et al [24] employed Green’s function to investigate the pull-in behaviour of a
cantilever nanoswitch subjected to intermolecular and electrostatic forces. The nonlinear
differential equation was transformed into an integral form by employing Green’s
function and was solved analytically by assuming an appropriate shape function for the
beam deflection. However, their proposed formula has found to be difficult to evaluate the
influence of the surface elasticity and surface stress, which may play significant effect in
the performance predictions of NEM switches.

The effect of Casimir force on the pull-in voltage and pull-in gap of NEM switches was
studied by Lin and Zhao [25] by using perturbation method. Some other approximate
analytical approaches have also been developed. For example, Taylor’s series was used to
expand the nonlinear electrostatic force which was truncated at the second and higher
terms to get the weakly nonlinear differential equations. The analytical expressions for
certain significant pull-in parameters were obtained via the energy method and the
polynomial assumption of deflection function.
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The classical approximate solution techniques mentioned above, however, are no longer
efficient because the evaluation of their approximate terms involves high computational
complexity. Some promising approximate analytical methods such as Adomian
decomposition [26], variational iteration [27], and homotopy perturbation method [28-31]
have been proposed to solve high-order nonlinear engineering problems. The applications
of these methods were reviewed by Sadighi et al [31] and it was found that these new
approximation methods can conveniently construct approximate solutions for the
nonlinear equations. Among these solution techniques, homotopy perturbation method is
found to be able to provide a solution to the nonlinear differential equation with high
accuracy and efficient calculations.

Homotopy perturbation method (HPM) was proposed by He [28] as a combination of two
methods: the homotopy analysis method and the perturbation method. In contrast with the
traditional perturbation method, this technique does not require to introduce a small
parameter in the equation. Recently, HPM has received considerable attention and has
become a useful tool for solving various nonlinear problems when exact solutions are not
available. Rafiq et al [29] applied HPM to investigate the pull-in behaviour of the
electrostatic actuator at microscale, while the effect of Casimir force on the instability of
electrostatic actuator at nanoscale was studied by Abadyan et al [30]. These studies
indicated that HPM is one of the most powerful methods to solve high-order nonlinear
equations.

In this study, based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, a mathematical model will be
developed to describe the pull-in behaviour of a switch actuated by electrostatic force at
both micro and nano scales. HPM will be employed to obtain the approximate solutions
for MEM/NEM electrostatic switches, and the theoretical results will be validated by
employing numerical solutions based on finite difference method.
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1.2.2 Intermolecular Forces
As mentioned earlier, for electrostatic NEM switches, the intermolecular forces including
Casimir force and van der Waals force, between two separated electrodes may play a
significant role in the performance of switches. Both Casimir force and van der Waals
force are induced by quantum fluctuations, and their differences and similarities were
discussed by Lamoreaux [7]. When the separation gap S between two surfaces is much
less than the plasma (for metals) or absorption (for dielectrics) wavelength A of the
surface material, the effect of retardation is not significant. Under this condition, the
intermolecular force between two surfaces is governed by van der Waals attraction which
is proportional to l / g 3 and is affected by material properties. The van der Waals force,
named after Dutch scientist Johannes Diderik van der Waals, can be modelled by
employing the well known Lennard-Jones potential. The attractive and the repulsive parts
of the Lennard-Jones potential should be taken into account when the gap between two
surfaces is as small as lnm. When the gap is within the range A ~lnm, only attractive part
of the Lennard-Jones potential is considered and therefore the total van der Waals energy
(or force) can be found by integrating the energy between all pairs of molecules existing
in the two bodies. This attractive force falls off much faster at distances larger than A .
When the separation between the two surfaces lies in the range of A -100 nm, the virtual
photons emitted by the atoms of the first surface cannot reach the second one during their
lifetime. Thus the interaction between two surfaces is described by Casimir force, which
is proportional to 1/

and is not affected by material properties. This Casimir force was

originally proposed by Dutch physicists Hendrik B. G. Casimir and Dirk Polder in 1948.
It is obvious that van der Waals and Casimir forces describe the same physical
phenomenon but at two different length scales, hence they may not be considered
simultaneously in most cases.

The intermolecular forces are connected with the existence of the quantum fluctuations in
the zero point electromagnetic field as illustrated in Figure 1.3 (a). The surfaces restrict
the allowed wavelengths and thus the number of field modes within the cavity, which
locally depresses the zero-point energy of the electromagnetic field. The reduction
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depends on the separation between the plates and result in a force between them. Clear
classical analogy of intermolecular interaction in connection with electromagnetic modes
is consideration of two boats in rough water as shown in Figurel.3 (b). Empirically, boats
are pushed together by waves from all directions except that of wave-quelling neighbour.
Intermolecular interactions behave in similar way [6].

Conductive Plates

Vacuum Field

Vacuum Field

(a)

Figure 1.3 Depletion pressure between (a) Casimir plates and (b) classical analogy with
two ships attracting on undulating sea level (reproduced from reference [6])

The effects of intermolecular forces on the pull-in behaviour of MEMS have been
considered by researchers. Lin and Zhao [25] applied the simplified lumped parameter
model to investigate the influence of Casimir force on static pull-in behaviour and the
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dynamic behaviour of NEM switches [32], A distributed parameter model was proposed
by Ramezani et al [24] to study the static pull-in instability of cantilever nanoswitches
subjected to intermolecular and electrostatic forces while the effects of van der Waals
force on static pull-in instability of clamped rectangular microplates were study by Batra
et al [33]. In order to validate the theoretical results, experimental demonstration of the
intermolecular attraction has been performed by Buks and Roukes [34] on the dynamic
behaviours of pull-in variables in MEMS/NEMS.

It should be mentioned that in the above-mentioned studies, the MEM/NEM switches are
switched on and off via controlling the electrostatic force. However, with the high
demand for smaller size devices with lower power consumption, it will be interesting to
develop nanoswitches which can be switched by using new stimuli rather than electrical
current. Recently, continuous efforts have been devoted to the adjustment of the Casimir
force in order to use this force as switching actuation. The techniques that can
successfully control Casimir force as summarized in studies [35]-[37] may open a new
avenue to develop nanoscale self-switching devices without electrostatic stimulation.

One of the successful ways to realize a Casimir force actuated nanoswitch is to tune the
forces by manipulating the dielectric properties of materials. For example, Torricelli et al
[35] experimentally demonstrated that it is possible to control the dielectric properties of
materials by laser heating a thin film made of Ag-In-Sb-Te (AIST) which is renowned to
switch reproducibly between an amorphous and a crystalline phase. The Casimir force
was measured as about 100 piconewtons for amorphous AIST in their experiment, while
this force was increased by 20% to 25% for the AIST in crystalline phase. The significant
enhancement of Casimir force enables the development of a Casimir force actuated
switch. In addition to this phase altering method for tuning Casimir force, Chen et al [36]
performed light pulses to modify the magnitude of Casimir force in their experiment. The
tuning of Casimir force by means of an external magnetic field has also been theoretically
investigated in [37],
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1.2.3 Modelling of Surface Effects
Due to the drastic increase in ratio of surface area to volume at nanoscale, surface may
play a crucial role in the elastic deformation of nanostructures such as nonawires (NWs),
nanotubes and nanobelts. It is widely believed that surface stress (or surface tension) and
surface elasticity are largely responsible for the size-dependent mechanical properties of
materials at small scales [10-14], Recently, considerable attention has been drawn to
better understand the size-dependent mechanical properties of nanostructures.

In literature, both atomistic and modified continuum models have been pursued by
researchers to study the surface effects on the mechanical properties of elastic
nanomaterials. The conventional molecular dynamics was adopted to study the sizedependent Young’s modulus of NWs [16, 38], Some other atomistic models were also
used by Miller and Shenoy [10] to derive the effective Young’s modulus of NWs with
surface effects in comparison with the continuum modeling. Chen et al [38] used a core
shell model for the nanowire with the shell component having a constant thickness and
different Young’s modulus from the bulk value to determine the effective Young’s
modulus. Rudd and Lee [14] studied the size dependence of Young’s modulus of NWs
based on first-principles density functional theory calculations. Considering surface
effects, Park [39] studied the size-dependent resonant frequencies of silicon nanowire
with finite deformation. Some other researchers have accounted for the surface effects in
continuum modeling by using the linear surface elastic theory developed by Gurtin and
Murdoch [16] and the generalized Young-Laplace equations [38]. This surface elasticity
model has been extensively used to study the surface effects on the mechanical properties
of NWs. He and Lilley [40] investigated elastic behaviour of static bending of NWs.
Wang and Feng [41] addressed the effects of both surface elasticity and surface stress on
the buckling and vibrational behaviour of nanobeams.

In this study, the surface effects will be incorporated into the nonlinear model of NEM
switches to study their pull-in behaviour by the surface elasticity model and the
generalized Young-Laplace equations.
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1.3 Research Objectives
Over the past years, numerous studies have been performed to characterize the instability
behaviour of MEMS and NEMS. However, to the best of our knowledge, the static pull-in
behaviour of MEM/NEM switches subjected to electrostatic force, intermolecular forces
and surface effects have not been investigated yet. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is
to carry out a comprehensive study on the static pull-in instability of the NEM switches
by incorporating the combined influence of electrostatic actuation, intermolecular forces
and the surface effects. This work is expected to provide useful information for the design
and characterization of MEM/NEM switches. In addition, the governing equation for
MEM/NEM switches is intrinsically nonlinear, a powerful solution technique is essential
to solve this equation for charactering the switch performance. An approximate analytical
solution for the nonlinear differential equation with higher order nonlinearity will also be
pursued. This work is expected to provide useful information for the design and
characterization of MEM/NEM switches. Detailed work is summarized as the following:

•

Develop a general mathematical model for MEM/NEM switches for the purpose
of characterizing their instability behaviour at both micro and nano scales. Both
intermolecular forces and surface effects are incorporated in the model.

•

Obtain an approximate analytical solution for the nonlinear governing equation of
MEM/NEM switches employing HPM.

•

Conduct FDM analysis for the purpose of validating the results predicted by HPM.

•

Perform a comprehensive investigation of the influence of surface effects on the
pull-in parameters of MEM/NEM switches.

•

Propose a new class of Casimir force actuated devices, and the associated
actuation window is examined in order to aid the design of this new class devices.
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1.4 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is divided into eight chapters, and is organized in the following way:

This chapter introduced MEMS/NEMS technology, and then provided the literature
review of mathematical modelling of MEM/NEM switches, intermolecular force and
surface effects, respectively.

In Chapter 2, the mathematical models that represent the behavior of cantilever
MEM/NEM switches are derived. Based on the surface elasticity model and the
generalized Young-Laplace equation, both surface stress and surface elasticity are
incorporated in governing equations, while intermolecular forces are taken into
consideration using quantum field theory.

In Chapter 3, solution techniques, including both approximate analytical solutions and
numerical solutions, are pursued for the nonlinear governing equation developed for the
distributed parameter model of MEM/NEM switches. HPM is employed to obtain an
approximate analytical solution. In order to validate the developed approximate analytical
solution technique, a numerical solution technique is performed using finite difference
method.

In Chapter 4, the pull-in behaviour of cantilever MEM/NEM switches are investigated
using both HPM and FDM. The pull-in parameters, such as pull-in voltage, detachment
length and low-voltage actuation windows are discussed in detail. The influence of
surface effects on these pull-in parameters is also studied.

In Chapter 5, the idea of switchable Casimir-force devices, as well as its actuation
window, is proposed for the purpose of paving a new way to operate a switch by purely
altering the magnitude of Casimir force. The influence of surface effects on Casimir-force
actuation window is also studied using FDM.
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Chapter 6 presents the conclusions based on HPM and FDM results of pull-in behaviours
of MEM/NEM switches, along with contributions, and recommendations for further
research.
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Chapter 2
Modeling of Electrostatic Switches
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, mathematical models, including lumped parameter model and distributed
parameter model, are derived to describe the MEM/NEM electrostatic switches. For
nanoscale electrostatic switches, both intermolecular forces and surface effects are then
incorporated into these models.

2.2 MEM Switch Modeling
The MEM/NEMS electrostatic switch is generally modelled as a cantilever beam or a
clamped-clamped beam. In the current work, a cantilever type switch with length I, width
b and thickness t as shown in Figure 2.1 is considered. The initial gap between the
movable and the fixed electrodes is denoted by g0, and the switching voltage applied
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between these electrodes is V. The material for the switch is assumed as isotropic and
homogeneous.

Figure 2.1 Schematic of a cantilever type MEM/NEM switch

2.2.1 One-dimensional Lumped Parameter Model
A one-dimensional lumped parameter model is proposed in [17] as shown in Figure 2.2.
The movable electrode of the switch is simplified as a mass block attached to a linear
spring with equivalent stiffness kejf, which provides a mechanical restoring force. The
distributed electrostatic force is assumed to be uniform along the beam length and is
lumped into a concentrated force Fe.

mech

Figure 2.2 Schematic of one-dimensional lumped model
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Pull-in instability is a discontinuity related to the interplay of the mechanical and
electrostatic pressures. The determination of the pull-in voltage and equilibrium position
requires the solution of this coupled electromechanical system.

The mechanical restoring force, which is a repulsive force generated from the movement
of the mass block, can be expressed as

K ei-H=Kff™ ,

( 2 . 1)

where w represents the displacement of the movable block, and kcff denotes the effective
spring constant. The effective spring constant, which is a function of the device
dimensions and material properties, can be is determined by the static deflection wmax at
the beam tip. When the cantilever beam is subjected to uniformly distributed load q0, the
effective spring constant kL,tj is determined as,
q0L
wmax

( 2.2)

with
wmax

8TV

(2.3)

where the area moment of inertia of the beam's cross section 1 = bti / 12. Substituting
Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.2), the effective spring constant of cantilever beam is
obtained:
k ‘i f

~

8El
~T

(2.4)

Electrostatic force is an attractive force that is induced by applying a voltage V between
the two electrodes. When the applied voltage exceeds the pull-in voltage Vr i, the pull-in
instability occurs. This pull-in voltage V,,, can be derived based on the balance of forces
and minimization of potential energy and is expressed as [17, 23],
K,

21c{)A

(2.5)
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where c0 =8.854x10 n C2N 'm 2 denotes the dielectric permittivity of air (or vacuum),
and A represents the overlapping area between the movable and the fixed electrodes.

2.2.2 Distributed Parameter Model

The above-mentioned lumped model ignores the effect of distributed deformation of
structures. Such effects will be taken into account in the distributed parameter model.

When a voltage V is applied between the two electrodes of the switch, electrostatic force
is generated, which is equivalent to apply distributed transverse load to the movable
electrode. The electrostatic field between the movable and the fixed electrodes is sketched
in Figure 2.3. Without considering the fringing field effect, the electrostatic force per unit
length acting on the movable beam is given as [19],
,,

1

^ elec

^r

e*Vb

, , n2

_g0-w (x )]

( 2 .6)

where w(x) is the deflection of the beam, and the parameter x represents the position
along the beam axis measured from the clamped end. Equation (2.6) represents an ideal
electrostatic field between two electrodes of a switch. Flowever, a uniform electrostatic
field cannot drop to zero abruptly at the edges of the electrodes, and a “fringing field”
always exists in a real situation. Considering the first order fringing field correction, the
electrostatic force per unit length of the beam becomes [24]:
F,..
elec =

c0V2b
2 [& . - w

W]

+ 0.65 Zo~w {x )
b
L

(2.7)
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In order to investigate the pull-in parameters of MEM switches, the present study focuses
on the static deflection of a slender beam where Euler-Bernoulli theory applies. The
deformation of the beam is considered to be of the same order of magnitude as the initial
gap between the two electrodes. Therefore, when g0 / 1< 1, the mid-plane stretching of
the beam can be ignored and a geometrically linear beam theory is sufficient for
describing the deflection of MEM switches. The governing equation for such a
geometrically linear beam is
7 4w(x) 1
c0V 2b
E l ----- -— = -------------dx

+ 0.65

£ o ~ w(x)

2 g0- w ( x

(

2 . 8)

where El denotes the effective bending rigidity for a narrow beam ( b < 5 t ) in the plain
stress problem. Otherwise, E should be replaced by £7(1 - v 2) for a wide beam (b > 5 t )
of the plain-strain problem, where v denotes the Poisson ratio.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of electrostatic field of beam structure
(a) without fringing effect (b) with fringing field modification

2.3 NEM Electrostatic Switch Modeling
The distributed parameter model represented by Equation (2.8) only considers the
electrostatic force for a MEM switch. However, the intermolecular forces may play an
important role in describing the nanoscale switch as discussed previously. Therefore, both
van der Waals force and Casimir force will be considered for the NEM switches.
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2.3.1 Intermolecular Forces
The van der Waals force described by the Lennard-Jone potential is determined for per
unit length of the beam as [5],
„

Hb

i'dw

\-p ,

67tL£o- w(*)J

(2.9)

where H denotes Hamaker constant and is expressed as,
H = n 2ep2 ,

(2.10)

with P and £ being the number of atoms per unit volume of the materials and the
coefficient in the particle-particle pair interaction. Hamaker constant depends on the
material properties and its typical values are in the range of (0 .4 -4 )x l0 -l9J for most
polar molecules.

Another intermolecular force, Casimir force per unit length of the beam is given in as [7],
1

n 2hcb

' = 2 4 0 [ « ,-v i'( A ‘ ’

<2" :

where h = 1.055x 10“34Js is Planck’s constant divided by 2n and c = 2.998x 108ms 1
denotes the speed of light.

In NEM switches, van der Waals force and Casimir force cannot be considered
simultaneously since they describe the same physical phenomenon at two different length
scales. In particular, the appropriate formula representing the intermolecular forces is
determined by the electrode separation go and plasma wavelength A of the surface
material, which has a typical value of 20 nm in this study. The van der Waals force is
known to be dominant when the electrode separation go< 20 nm , while the Casimir force
is known to be more profound when & > 20 nm[42]. In practice, the existing fabrication
techniques for NEM switches when go < 20 nm still face many obstacles, such as
difficulty in controlling the position and population of a typical nanostructure [3]. Hence,
in this study, only Casimir force is considered.
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2.3.2 Surface Effects
Due to the inherently large surface area to volume ratio that is exhibited by the NEM
switches, surface effects may play a crucial role in their pull-in behaviour. Surface
elasticity model and the generalized Young-Laplace equations are employed to model
surface effects in detail in this section.

The foundation for the continuum modeling of nanostructures considering surface effects
is to use a surface elasticity model, i.e., a nanostructure = bulk + surface, as shown in
Figure 2.4 for a cantilever nanobeam with rectangular cross section, in which surface
effects are modelled by a very thin layer with negligible thickness ts beneath the surface.
The constitutive equation for the surface is different from the bulk due to different local
environments present around atoms. For this bending beam, the relation between the
surface stress and the longitudinal strain £ is given as [40],
T

= T° + E'e ,

(2.12)

where r° denotes the surface stress along the beam longitudinal direction and Es
represents the surface elastic modulus. Based on the composite beam theory and the
assumption that the thickness of the surface layer /' is much smaller than the beam
thickness /, the effective bending rigidity

for a beam with rectangular cross-

section is derived as [40],
( E % ‘ E I + ' - E ’bt1 .

(2.13)

The second term in Equation (2.13) contributes to the surface elasticity. According to the
generalized Young-Laplace equation, a surface stress results in a jump of the normal
stress across the surface, i.e.,
~ a v ) n'nj = T°K ’

(2-14)

where CTy and CTy represent the stresses above and below the surface, respectively. The
parameter ft, is the unit normal vector to the surface and K is the curvature of the beam.
For a beam with small deformation, the curvature is approximated by the second
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derivative w (x) of the beam deflection. This stress jump described by Equation (2.14)
results in a distributed transverse load Fs along the longitudinal direction of the
rectangular beam [40]:
Fs = 2 t %

d 2w(x)

(2.15)

dx2

Equation (2.15) indicates that surface stress comes into effect once the beam is bent with
a non-zero curvature, as shown in Figure 2.4. This distributed transverse force may stiffen
or soften NEM switches during its bending process depending on the sign of the surface
stress.

II

undeformed
deformed

Figure 2.4 Schematic of a bending NEM switch with surface effects

2.3.3 NEM Distributed Parameter Model
With the consideration of Casimir force and surface effects, the governing equation (2.8)
can be rewritten as,
( E1l

dx 4

where the external load Q is represented by,

dx'

(2.16)
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Q=

n'ticb

+

240[g0- w ( x ) ]

CoV b
2 [g 0 -w ( x ) ] ‘

+ 0.65 So ~ W{X)

(2.17)

The boundary conditions for cantilever switches are given as.
"L = °d 2w
dx

-°0

v=/.

,

(2.18)

d 2w
dx' x = l .

0

.

It is known that exact solutions are not available for this class of nonlinear differential
equation. Hence approximate analytical solutions as well as numerical solutions will be
pursued to characterize the switching behaviour. For this purpose, a non-dimensional
form of Equation (2.16) is first obtained prior to applying the solution process. For
convenience, two non-dimensional variables X and W are introduced:
X =x l L , W =wlga .

(2.19)

Substitution of Equations (2.19) into Equation (2.16) results in
d 4W ( X )
dX 4

d 2W ( X ) _
77

dX2

a

p

yp

[l-P T (X ) ] 4 + [ l - W ( X ) J + l ~ W ( X )

( 2.20)

where the non-dimensional parameters «, fi, y and V are defined as,
a=

1

n~hcbL

, 0=1/ 2 ^

240«7W h „

t °bL
bL‘ . y= 0 .6 5 + . rj=2
m . <?//
€

( 2 . 21 )

The non-dimensional parameters a, P, y, rj , respectively, account for Casimir force,
electrostatic force, fringing effect and surface effects. In addition, the surface elasticity
effect is also incorporated into the parameters cx and P . Without considering the surface
effects and the intermolecular forces, Equation (2.20) is reduced to the governing
equation for the MEM switch.
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For convenience to solve this nonlinear problem in the following chapter, Equation (2.20)
is further transformed by introducing a variable y ( X ) = 1- W ( X ) as,
d 4y ( X )
dX 4

P

d 2y ( X )
' dX2

ïP

(

\y{x)]2 y{x)

2 . 22)

Correspondingly, the boundary conditions (2.18) are rewritten as,
t |.v=u =

dy
= 0,
dX A=0

1,

(2.23)

d 3y
d 2y
= 0
= 0 ,
dX2 .V=l
dX 1 V_|

2.3.4 NEM Lumped Parameter Model
The one-dimensional lumped parameter model for MEM switches described in Section
2.21 can be refined as a NEMS lumped parameter model by incorporating the
intermolecular forces. Following the same procedure of developing governing equation
for lumped MEM switch, the governing equation of the lumped parameter model for
NEMS can be expressed as,

8( E l ) #

w

F

1 elec

(2.24)

+F

Using non-dimensional parameters represented by Equations (2.21), the governing
equation takes the following non-dimensional form:
W (X)

a

p

yP

l-W(X)~\

[l-W (X )J

\-w (x)

'

(2.25)

Replacing the parameter W(X) with Wlip which represents the tip deflection of
cantilever switch, the governing equation can be rewritten as,
W lip(l-l Vlip)2- a ( l - W np)

-2

(2.26)

1+ 7 ( 1 - ^ ,)

The instability point Wr/ can be determined from Equation (2.26) by setting d p / dW = 0,
while the pull-in voltage Vrl is obtained from the critical value Pri at the instability point.
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2.4 Conclusions
The mathematical models representing the pull-in behaviour of MEM/NEM electrostatic
switches have been derived. The influence of intermolecular forces and surface effects has
been taken into consideration in the mathematical model in order to provide more
accurate prediction for the NEM switches. Surface effects including surface stress and
surface elasticity have been incorporated in the governing equation of the models based
on the surface elasticity model and the generalized Young-Laplace equation. The derived
distributed parameter model is inherently nonlinear due to the nonlinear driving
electrostatic force and Casimir force which becomes dominant for nanoscale switches.
Since no exact solutions are available for the resulting nonlinear differential equation, the
approximate analytical solutions and numerical solutions will be pursued in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 3
Solution Techniques
3.1 Introduction
Since exact solutions are not available for the nonlinear governing equation developed for
the distributed parameter model of MEM/NEM switches, alternate solution techniques
will be pursued in this chapter, including both approximate analytical solutions and
numerical solutions. Firstly, homotopy perturbation method (HPM) is introduced and
employed to construct approximate analytical solutions for the nonlinear fourth-order
boundary value problem. The high order nonlinear terms y" with an arbitrary constant n
emerging in the HPM processes are decomposed using Adomian decomposition method
(ADM) which is described in Appendix A. The application of HPM to solve the nonlinear
governing equation of the distributed model for MEMS/NEMS is discussed in Section 3.2.
The associated program codes for employing the HPM technique is provided in Appendix
B. In Section 3.3, further application of HPM technique for a typical switching system is
demonstrated by solving a comprehensive model incorporating general nonlinear terms in
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the governing equation. In order to validate the developed approximate analytical solution
technique, numerical solution technique based on the finite difference method (FDM) has
been performed. A flow chart of calculation procedures for the deflection calculation is
also provided.

3.2 Homotopy Perturbation Method (HPM)

3.2.1 Principles of HPM
HPM combines and takes the full advantages of the traditional perturbation method and
homotopy technique. According to the homotopy technique, a homotopy with an
imbedding parameter p e [0 , 1] is constructed, and such parameter is considered as a
“small parameter”. In order to explain this idea, the following nonlinear differential
equation is considered [28]:
A ( u ) - f ( r ) = 0,

r e Q,

(3.1)

with the boundary conditions of
B{u,— ) = 0,
on

reT,

(3.2)

where A represents a general differential operator, B is a boundary operator, f(r)
represents a known analytical function, and T denotes the boundary of the domain Q .

The general operator A can be divided into two parts denoted as L and N , where L
denotes the linear part while N represents the nonlinear part. Therefore Equation (3.1)
can be rewritten as,
L(u) + N ( u ) - f ( r ) = 0.

(3.3)

HPM technique defines the homotopy v(r,p): Q. x [0, l] —> 7? which satisfies,
H{v,p) = (\-p)[L{v)-L(uQ)\ + p[ A( v) - f { r ) ] = Q,

p e [0 ,l],

r e Q, (3.4)

or
H { v 1p ) = L { v ) - L { p )) + pL{uQ) + p [ N { v ) - f { r ) ] = 0 ,

(3.5)
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where /? e [ 0 ,l] denotes an imbedding parameter and u0 represents an initial
approximation solution of Equation (3.3) which satisfies the boundary conditions:
H (v,0) = L(v) - L(u0) = 0, 1
r
H (v,l) = A(v) - f ( r) = 0. I

(3-6)

The process of changing P from zero to unity is equivalent to changing v(r,/?)from
uQ(r) to u(r). In other words, when P takes a value of zero, the Equation (3.4) becomes
the corresponding linear equation, while the Equation (3.4) becomes the original
nonlinear equation when P is unity. In topology, this process is called deformation with
L(v)-L(u{)) and A ( v ) - f ( r ) is called homotopy.

The basic assumption is that the approximation of Equation (3.4) can be expressed as a
power series in P ,
v = vQ+pvi + p 2v2+---.

(3.7)

The approximate solution of Equation (3.3) can therefore be readily obtained as,
u - hm v = v0 + v, + V-, +

(3.8)

where the resulting solution denotes the case when p -» 1 . Hence, the accuracy of the
solution would be dependent on the number of terms retained in Equation (3.8). The
convergence of the series (3.8) has been proved in [28],

HPM has emerged as a useful tool for solving nonlinear high order two-point boundary
value problem of MEM/NEM switches in recent years. However, the algorithm for
constructing approximate analytical solutions is tricky, which may result in different
efficiency and effectiveness. In general, the performance of HPM is determined by the
application techniques which are related to the proper identification of linear/nonlinear
parts in the original differential equation as well as the proper transformation techniques.
Rafiq et al [29], for example, applied HPM to solve the electrostatic micro-actuator with
the following format governing equation:
d 4w(x) _ 1
< n,
dx

e0V2b
[# o - ” (*)]'

(3.9)
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In their work, the linear part, nonlinear part and the analytical function of this equation
were identified as.
L(u) = {El)

d'w{x)
dx 4

N{u) = 0 , f ( r ) =

c{)V-b
2 £ o - w(*)

-i2

(3.10)

Their results indicated that the HPM worked very well for this particular problem.
However, this algorithm is found to fail to deal with more complex models, in particular,
when second-order derivative term w (x) is taken into account.

In order to overcome the limitation of the above algorithm, Mojahedi et al [43] proposed
an algorithm by combining HPM and Galerkin’s decomposition method to study the pullin behaviour of electrostatic micro-actuators. Prior to applying HPM technique, the
original nonlinear differential equations were converted into nonlinear integro-algebraic
equations by using Galerkin’s decomposition method. Analytical solutions to static
deflections of the microbeams were then successfully constructed by HPM. Their
algorithm was found to work well even though axial load and mid-plane stretching were
taken into account. However, the expressions for final solutions turned out to be
remarkably complex and presented difficulties in extracting analytical information.

Therefore there is a need to establish a high performance algorithm that not only provides
accurate solutions for the nonlinear model of MEM/NEM switches, but also maintains the
meaningfulness of an analytical solution which can provide direct insight into the pull-in
behaviour of devices. Among the different algorithms of HPM applications, the recently
developed algorithm for higher-order boundary value problems has shown such capability
when the governing equation takes the following form [44]:
y {2m)(x) = f ( x , y )

0<x <1,

(3.11)

with boundary conditions ,
y (2n(0) = B2r y 2/)(l) = C2/ y = 0, 1. 2..., { m - 1) ,

(3.12)

where 2m represents the order of the problem, and both >fx)and ./ ( m t ) are assumed as
real. Prior to applying HPM, the 2m -order boundary value problem was converted into a
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system of first-order integral equations. For example, Equation (3.11) is firstly rewritten
as,
y = y\>

dy±
dx

dy3

dy2
y2

dx

= yy

dx

dy2 m

= y 4>

dx

_

f(x,y)

(3.13)

with initial values
(3.14)

m

yl2n(°) = A2n 7 = 1 2 ,3 .

It may be noted that part of terms in Al2/) represents one set of end boundary conditions
B2j , while the rest are assumed to be unknown at the initial stage. These unknown values
can be determined at a later stage using the other end boundary conditions. Further,
Equations (3.13) are rewritten as a system of integral equations
yt= A +

f

JO

,

,

y 2( l ) d l y 2 = A2 + \ y , ( l ) d l y 3 = A2 + J0 y<wdl'
JO

(3.15)

•••’ T2«i- i = A2,„+\ l f { x^y)dl ■
At this point, F1PM can be conveniently applied to Equations (3.15) as,
y

1

= + p \ 0 y 2( l )d B y 2 = A 2 + p j 0 y 3( O d i, y 3 = 4
4

+ p j 0 y 4( l )di,

(3.16)

= A2m+ P\'0 f ( x ^y)dl ■
In the present study, this HPM algorithm will be adopted to determine the approximate
analytical solutions for the MEM/NEM switches.

3.2.2 The Application of HPM for MEM/NEM Switches
Following the algorithm mentioned in the above section, the governing fourth-order
equation (2.22) for a NEM switch is first rewritten in the following first-order form,
d

y (X) = q(X) .

dX
d

q(X) =f ( X ) .

dX
_d

__f ( X )

(3.17)
= r(X) ,

dX

d_
dX

r(X) =

a
\y{x

)]4

p

rP

[y{x)]2

y(x )

P f{x

),
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with the following conditions:
j/(0) = l , * ( 0 ) = 0 , / ( 0 ) = ^ , r ( 0 ) = fi .

(3.18)

The unknown coefficients A and B can be analytically determined at a later stage using
the end boundary conditions represented in Equation (2.23). Equations (3.17) are then
rewritten as a system of integral equations,
y ( x ) - \ - ^ q { t ) d t = Q,
q ( x ) - o - j * f ( t ) d t = o,

(3.19)
f ( X ) ~ A - \ \ ( t ) d t =0 ,
r { X ) - B - ^ \ [- ay ( t y * - f3y(t)~2 - y ( 3 y ( t y X+rjf(t) dt = 0
which can be represented in a compact form,
(3.20)
where t represents a dummy variable. In order to apply HPM, the linear and nonlinear
parts of Equation (3.20) can be identified as,
L(u) = J ( X ) - j \ x=o , N(u) = - ^ K ( t ) d t .

(3.21)

Substitution of Equation (3.5) in Equations (3.19) yields:
y ( X ) - \ - p ^ q ( l ) d t =0 ,
q(X)-0-f{t)dt- 0,
(3.22)
f ( X )- Ar(X)-B-

r(t)dt = 0 ,
[ - ay(t)~A- f i y ( t ) 2 - y P y ( t ) ' + r j f ( t ) dt = 0

The nonlinear terms y" with n ——1, - 2 a n d -4 in Equations (3.22) can be expanded in
the HPM process via the following formula,
y" = ( y 0 + p y ^ + p 2y 2 + p ' y i + + p 4y * +■■■)" ■

<3-23)

It should be noted that the straightforward expansion of Equation (3.23) becomes more
complex when parameter n takes higher values. In order to avoid such complication,
Adomian decomposition method (ADM) is adopted here to expand the nonlinear terms.
The details of ADM are provided in Appendix A.
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Following the process of ADM, the nonlinear terms G(y) = y" can be expressed as,
co

G(y) = Y p ‘Ht =Hll+ p H , + p 1H2 +-- .
k

(3.24)

=0

The Adomian polynomials Hk which are used in the HPM process take the form:
Hkiv^ " ' vk) =

( k
\
d‘
G YuP'y,
, k = 0, 1, 2 .
k \ dp
V <=0
)
/,=()

(3.25)

Substitution of Equation (3.7) and (3.24) in Equations (3.22) gives
y

w

00

p q, dt = 0 ,

I /O .- i- A
1=0

1=0

<X)

w

J

*

'

dt = 0 ’
/=0

J

(3.26)

\

X

p' f ~ A - p

[ ,

1=0

Y j P 'r , -

b

~

p

X

1= 0

p ‘r. dt = 0 .
J

[ a ~ a ^ p k H k.-4 -

k=0

A=0

p k Hk.~i - r P I l p k H k.-t + n l L
k= 0

p

/=0

f , \dt =

o

J

where
( k
y
=
py<
A:! dpk vE
<=o
7

, n = -1, -2 , - 4

.

(3.27)

J,,= o

Expanding formula (3.27) results in,
=V ,
HK„=nvon~'y >
H2p = -« (« -1 )V o"' 2V|2+/7V0'" 1V2 ,
^ 3« = 7 « ( « - 1) ( « - 2 )v0"' 3v,3 +rc(rt-l)v 0',~2v,v,+m20""X ,
6

(3.28)

2

/ / ,4./. /. = — - ( « - ! ) ( « - 2)(« - 3)v0b_4v14 - - h n - 1)(« - 2)v0"_3v12v2

Xi

- - ( /7 - 1 ) v0"_2v1+^v0"'',v4 ,
6

Substitution of Equations (3.28) in Equations (3.26) and collecting terms of the same
power ofp , the following equations can be obtained,
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rjB X f

f s ¿ ( 4 « + 2ß + y ß ) A X 4+
rs =

a

+~ { - ß - a - y ß ^ X

{ i ß + y ß + 4a + r¡2( B X \

y s = ^ qB X \
120

qs ^ { 4a + 2ß + y ß ) A X ¡ + ± - A V 2X ^ ^ ( - ß - a - y ß ) VX
P'

f =

120

( iß

120

( 18/? + 60a + 6y ß ) A 2+ (4« + 2ß + y ß ) { y ß + ß + a ) ^ X

+ ' h ¡ An‘x ' ~ f f r ß + ß *'c4 ’,2x> ~

4/?_l r ß ) n A X
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J m {Aa+ lp + yi> ’ AX" + 4 oa ,,! x ‘ + t5 o(_/? “ “ ■ r+>'ix "</,= t5 o^2P + r P + 4a + r ) n x ".
P

ft=~ 720 (60a +18/? + 6 7 /?) H2 + (//? + /? + a ) ( 4 a + 2/? + y /? )]x
1

1

.3 v b
+ ---- A rfX
720

720

rf (y/3 + /3 + a) X 6- - ( - 8 a - 4/?- 2 //?) AnX \

r6= - —
200a+ 20/y h
(3), ABXb + —
B r f X b —720v
- ( - 8 a - 2yf3-4f3)
72Qv(60/?+
h
720
' BrjXb,
.+,=------{2(3 + t i + y/3 + 4 a ) B X \
5040v
'
9?

5040

[(60a +18/? + 6 //?) H2 + (y/3 + ¡3 + a ) ( 4 a + 2/3 + y/ 3)]x
1

{-%a- 4(3-2y ¡3) Ar/X
+------ ArpX1-------- (;v(3 + /3 + a ) i i X 1
5040
5040
5040
/;=■ —1— (60/3A + 200aA + 20y/3A)BX1 + —^— Bt)2X
5040v
'
5040
P

( - 8 a - 2y/3 - 4(3) Br/X
5040
(1800a + 90y(3 + 360(3) A 5 + (-200a - 20y/3 - 60/?) B2
X
n=5040 + (31 y 2(32 + 124y/?2 + 338a y ¡3 + 316 a 2 + 94/? 2 + 406a/?) A
+ -^— A r f X 1 + —'— (-/? - y/? - a P r f X 1+ — (3 y (3 + 6/3 + 12a S A r f X 1
5040
5040V
'
7
5040V
’
5040
^8

P

’(-360a -108/? - 36y/3) A2 - 2(y/3 + (3 + a ) ( 4 a + 2/? + y p ) \ r i X 1

40320
+

(60a + 18/? + 6 y (3} A2 +{y ¡3 + ¡3 + a ) (4a + 2/? + //?)
3 v 8

40320

40320

( y(3 + (3 + a)r/2X 8

(3.29)

— — ( - 8 a - 4/?- 2y/3) ArjX^.
40320v
;

It may be noted that a suitable value for i can be chosen depending on the required
accuracy. In the present study, consideration of eight terms has been found to be sufficient
for predicting the pull-in voltage and the static deflection. However, a twelve term
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expression was needed for the detachment length predictions owing to the need for
satisfying the convergence requirements.

The approximate solution for the nonlinear problem represented by Equation (2.22) can
be obtained by adding eight terms as,
T W = ^ y , = 1+—'fJf" + 6 ^ 3+' 2^~P~a ~Y @+ri/^ ^ 4 120
i=0
+— {4a+2/3+y/3) AXb +— A?]2X b +— (-/3~a-y/3)r/X(
720V
’
720
720V
’

+^
s ^ +,'!+^ +4“K
5040
1

40320

(3.30)

[(60a +18/?+6y ¡3) A2 + (y /3 +p + a) (4a + 2(3 + y (3]\x[1

---------ArfX%+-------(y/3 +p +a)if2X*+------ ( - 8a - 4/3- 2yj3)Ar/X* .
40320
40320v
’
40320v
’
The approximate solution for the governing equation represented by Equation (2.20) can
be expressed as,
W(X) = \ - y ( X) .

(3.31)

Hence the non-dimensional tip deflection Wnp 0f the beam is obtained as,
fVlip=fV(X)\x=i .

(3.32)

Equation (3.30) depicts the dependence of the static deflection fV(X)on the pertinent
forcing and surface effects parameters as well as the unknown coefficients A and B. It
may be noted that if both surface effects and Casimir forces are excluded in the analysis,
i.e., V = 0, (-£7)^ = El and a = 0, Equation (3.30) reduces to the deflection of cantilever
MEM switch. Employing the end boundary conditions, the unknown coefficients A and B
can now be determined.
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3.2.3 The Application of HPM for A Typical Switching System
In previous section, HPM is successfully applied for constructing approximate analytical
solutions for MEM/NEM electrostatic switches. The nonlinear forces in the governing
equation take the order of -1, -2 and -4. However, there may exist more general format
nonlinear forces in the governing equation. For example, Gao and Zhao [45] considered
the influence of both van der Waals and Casimir forces in NEMS structure in order to
characterized the behaviour of a tensional beam actuator, which results in an extra
nonlinear term of power -3 in the forces. In addition, some other effects, such as self
weight and residual stress, may also need to be considered in MEM/NEM switching
system. Therefore there is a need for applying HPM algorithm to solve the more general
nonlinear governing equation for MEM/NEM switches.

Many problems related to switching systems can be represented by the following
governing equation:
d Ay{ x)
dx4

d 2y ( x )
dx2

C0+C\y(x)~' +C2y ( Xy 2+ C3y ( x y 3+C4y(x)~4 ,

(3.33)

with assumed boundary conditions,
>t=o =
d 2y
dx 2

’
=r

dy
= B, ,
dx x=0
= B< .

, 3

dx

(3.34)

x =I

where C0 ~ C 5 are constant parameters which represent the different forces and effects in
the switching system. The constant parameter C0, for example, may be used to represent
self-weight of the structure. Lee and Syono [46] addressed the effect of self-weight on the
bending characteristics of the surface-micromachined MEM cantilever structures which
can be used as mechanical biosensors for detection of pH, protein, DNA and viruses.
However, such effect is neglected in predicting the pull-in behaviour of MEM/NEM
switches in the current work. The terms C]y{ x) ', C3_y(x) 3 and C4_y(x) 4, respectively,
denote the fringing filed effect, the Van der Waals Force and Casimir force. The constant
parameter C 5 denotes the effect of residual axial stress or surface stress in switches.
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Similarly, following the same algorithm of HPM, a homotopy structure can be formulated
as.
YjP'y>~B\ ~ p U
,=o

V/=o

/=0

/=o
V /=0

dt=$,
dt = 0
y

A
dt = 0 ,
/=o

i=0

(3.35)

y

c„+c, £ > *//, +cX p‘ h„.-2+c,5>‘wl =
k

=0

k

=0

¿=0

dt = 0

+ C , f i p >HI M + C , f ip ' f l
\

k=

0

/=0

Substituting the expanded Adamian polynomials H* into Equations (3.35) results in the
following approximate analytical solution:

yO) =X y, =
/=0

+
+

+~Axl +

1 (C ,£,13 + C25,12 + C35/1 + C45,10 + C5B "A + C05,14)
24
1

120

(3.36)

5, 14
(-2 C2B " B 2 -4C \B 2B; -3 C iB]'°B2 ~C\B xuB2 +C5B, uB)
B,

x +■■■

,

where the unknown coefficients A and B can be determined at a later stage. Various
structures of switching systems, such as cantilever beam and clamped-clamped beam,
may be defined by setting the boundary conditions 5, ~ B4 to the corresponding values.
For example, for a cantilever beam represented by setting Bx = 1 and B2 = 0 , the HPM
solution with eight terms is reduced to take the form:
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y(x) =X y, =1 +-A*2+- Bx3+—(c0+c, +c2+c3+c4+c5.4) x4+y^c5z?x
—A (Cj + 2C2 + 3C3 + 4C4) +C5 (C0 + C, + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5^4)J.
■fl(C,+2C\+3C
3 +4C 4 - C 52)' ^ 7
i \
+ -6720
1 — [A2v(Cji + 3C22 + 6 C33 + 10Q4/)

(3.37)

- 6 (C0 + C, + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5A)(Q + 2C2 + 3C3 + 4C4)
H— C?2(C0 + C| + C2+ C3+ C4+ C5V4)
6
- - C 5^ (C, + 2C2 + 3C, + 4C4 )]x8 .
The decreasing trend of fraction coefficients that govern the relative magnitude of the
terms reveals the convergence of solution, while the repeating sum of constants,
C, + 2C2 + 3C3 + 4C4 , in the solution depicts the contribution weight of different
forces/effects on the static deflection of the system. However, Equation (3.37) can only
partly express the influence of the constants C0 ~ C5 due to the dependence of the
solution on the unknown coefficients A and B.

It may be noted that the study in previous section is just a specific case representing
MEM/NEM electrostatic switches when C constants take the following values

c0=0, cx=-rp,c2= -p,
C3 = 0, C4 = - a , C5=rj .

(3.38)

The accuracy and convergence of HPM solution for this specific case will be studied in
Chapter 4.

It should be mentioned that Equation (3.33) is a particular case for the governing
nonlinear differential equation. If more nonlinear terms are involved in this equation, the
problem solving procedure will not be complicated due to the application of ADM, i.e.,
any nonlinear term can be expanded by such an algorithm.
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3.3 Finite Difference Method (FDM)
In order to validate the results predicted by the HPM analytical solutions, FDM is adopted
in this study to obtain the numerical solution for the fourth-order two-point boundary
value problem described in Equation (2.16). Following the central finite difference
procedure, the beam is discretized into n elements separated by n mesh nodes as shown in
Figure 3.1. The derivatives are approximated by using the differences of the nodal
displacements w,.

The first derivative approximation is defined as,
dw Aw 1 .
,
--- ~ -----= — (“ W,-l +W(+1) ,
dx Ax 2h

(3.39)

where h is the grid spacing and is calculated as,
h=

L

(3.40)

n +1

Hence, higher order derivatives can be expressed in a discretized form,
d 2w 1
T r (w<_1 - 2 w( +w/+1) ,
dx 2 h 2
d 2w
1
j { - w,_2+2 wi_ \ - 2 wi+{+ wi+2) ,
dx2 2 h
d 4w
1
( w,_2 - 4 w,_i + 6 w, - 4 w(+1 + w,+2)
dx 4 h4

(3.41)

Employing Equations (3.39) and (3.41) in the governing equation (2.16) of switches, the
standard finite difference scheme can be formulated as,
(El)
T T^ -z
h

2 r°b

+6w, ~4wm + w(+2 ) - ±7yi O,H - 2 w, + wm) = Q,,

n

(3.42)

where Q, is the applied external load at node i and can be written as,
1

n 2hcb

2 4 ° ( g 0 -w ,)

+

1

€rV2b

2

(g 0 -w ,)‘

1+ 0.65 go-w,

(3.43)

Equation (3.42) can be written for all mesh nodes and form a system of n equations,
which can lead to the solution of the original problem. However, the mesh
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nodes« = - l , 0, n + 1, n + 2, which are located out of the beam as illustrated in Figure 3.1,
are also employed to represent the finite difference approximations for the end node
values. Thus, the unknown displacements w_,, w0, wn+l and wn+2 at the out-of-beam nodes
need to be determined by enforcing the boundary conditions at two ends.

x =L

x=0

-1

0

j 1

2

n -1

n

9

9

9

9

n +1 /7+2
•

•

-

w
Figure 3.1 The beam elements and the mesh nodes around two ends

For an example of cantilever beam, the boundary conditions at the clamped end is,
l
Uo

n dw
= 0.
dx x = 0

(3.44)

Wn + W,
From the first derivative approximation w(0) « —2----1, the displacement w0 at the outof-beam node 0 can be expressed as,
w0 = -w,

(3.45)

Based on the central difference expression with a step size of h / 2 for
W- I+W,

dw
dx x__0

■w0 + W| _ v
2{h / 2 )

dw
dx

, i.e,
.t=0

( W0 + W2

2

2

,

(3.46)

2h

h

the displacement w_, at the out-of-beam node (- 1) can be determined as,
w_, = w2

(3.47)

At the free end, the boundary conditions are,
d 2w
= 0 iX dx' x=l.
’ dw3 x=L

=

0

(3.48)
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The first boundary condition in Equation (3.48) is approximated by a central difference
expression with a step size of h / 2 , i.e.,
wn -2w(L) + wn+l

d' w
dx

(3.49)

.2

the displacement wn+i at the out-of-beam node (n +1) can then be determined as,
w„+1 = ~wn +2w(L) .
Similarly, based on the central difference expression with a step size of h / 2

(3.50)
d'w
x=L

i.e.,
d'w
dx'

K

-2 w n + wn+i
h2

w„-2 wn+]+wn+2
h2
_ - ^ a-i+3wt,-3 w B+| + w^2 .0.51)
k3
2(*/2)

the displacement wrt+2 at the out-of-beam node (« +2) can be determined as,
(3.52)
Based on the forward difference expression with a step size of h / 2 for —
w (Z )- 2 wn+, + ( VV"+'
jr=A

, i.e..

(3.53)

(A / 2 )-

the free end w(A) can be written as,
^(L) = - w n+i- - w n+2

(3.54)

Solving Equations (3.50), (3.52) and (3.54) simultaneously, the displacements at the outof-beam nodes (n +1) and (n +2) are obtained as,
wn+, =2wn- w n_i ,
=3wn-2w„_, .

(3.55)

With the approximation for the displacements at the out-of beams nodes with applied
boundary conditions, Equation (3.42) can be rewritten for each dividing node as the
follows:
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Node 1:
(El) _
2r_0b
e (10w, - 3 w2 + w3) —
h
K

3w, + w2) = Qx

(3.56)

Node 2:
(£ /)

2_r0Z>
e// (-5w, + 6 w2 - 4w3 + w4) — -f-(w, - 2 w2 + vv3) - £ 2
/z:
h

(3.57)

Node / = 3 , 2 ) :

/?

( h',-2- 4 w,_|+6 w, -4w ,+1 +wi+2) - ^ ( w w -2 w f + w,+l) = f i . (3.58)
n

Node (/7 - 1):

- S sLK - 3-4>vn. 2+5w)t.1- 2 w J - ^ ( w iI_2-2 w n_1+wn) = e n_1 •
h
n

(3-59)

Node n\
(El)
K - 2 - 2w«-i

2t h
+ w„) — tH

(3.60)

° )=0 .

These n equations of rc elements can be expressed in the matrix form as,
= ie }
where {w} = [w,,w2,---w jr and

= [ 0 , 0 2 ,"

•

(3.61)

]r , respectively, denote the vector of

nodal deflections and external applied loads. Matrices A and B of Equation (3.61) are
derived as,
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(3.62)

[*]0

0

0

0
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1
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0

0

0

0

0

•• 0
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0
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0

MATLAB is employed to numerically solve Equation (3.61) for the nodal deflections that
govern the overall deflection of the beam. From Equation (3.61), the initial deflections of
MEM/NEM switches can be determined from the initial forces which rely on the initial
gaps and an applied voltage. The actual deflections are assumed to be a small 8w away
from the initial deflections due to the updated forces resulted from the actual gaps. The
values of deflections difference 8w is determined by matrix operation again with the
actual gaps, which are updated again for next iteration. This procedure is iterated with the
updated gaps/forces until Sw converges within a specified convergence tolerance. The
maximum deflection is then obtained in the final stage of iteration. The accuracy of FDM
approach depends on the selection of the number of grid points and convergence tolerance.
The calculation procedures for this purpose are summarized in a flow chart as illustrated
in Figure 3.2.

The determination of the pull-in voltage is based on the maximum deflection predicted by
the above-mention FDM procedure, i.e., nonlinear equations are solved for a range of
applied voltages from zero to the critical value until maximum deflection value is equal to
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or greater than initial gap value. The MATLAB routines generated for predicting the
static deflection and pull-in voltage is provided in Appendix B.

Figure 3.2 Calculation procedures for the static deflection of switches

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, HPM has been successfully implemented in a proposed algorithm to
obtain the approximate analytical solutions for the fourth-order two-point boundary value
problem for MEM/NEM electrostatic switches. By using ADM in the HPM process, the
complex expansion of high-order nonlinear terms has been avoided and the efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is independent of the order of nonlinear terms
incorporated in the differential governing equation. Therefore, the incorporation of more
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nonlinear forces in the comprehensive switching model will not complicate the problem
solving procedure. This methodology is concluded to be applicable for the analysis of any
MEMS/NEMS systems involving different nonlinear actuation forces. In order to validate
the developed approximate analytical solution technique, a numerical procedure based on
FDM has also been developed. Both of these solution techniques will be used later to
determine the pull-in parameters of MEM/NEM switches.
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Chapter 4
Pull-in behaviour of MEM/NEM Electrostatic
Switches
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the pull-in behaviour of MEM/NEM electrostatic switches will be
investigated using both HPM and FDM. The pull-in parameters for MEM/NEM switch,
such as pull-in voltage, detachment length and low-voltage actuation windows will be
discussed in detail. For NEM switches, since surface effects may play a significant role in
their performance, the influence of surface effects on these pull-in parameters will also be
studied by comparing the results without surface effects. It is found that surface effects
are more pronounced for switches with smaller cross-sectional dimensions.

A silver cantilever MEM/NEM switch is taken as an example for case study. The Young’s
modulus E for silver is 76 GPa. Since a geometrically linear beam model is assumed in
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Chapter 2, the beam thickness t is set to be larger than the initial gap g0, which takes a
fixed value g 0 = 50 nm in this case study. If surface effects are considered, the surface
stress r°, and the surface elastic modulus Es for the (001) silver are taken as 0.89 pN/pm
and 1.22 pN/pm, respectively [40].

4.2 Validation of The HPM Approach
The convergence of HPM will be firstly validated by comparing the deflections of the
beam obtained via HPM with different terms. The length L for the beam is taken as 1 pm
and the thickness t = 50 nm while the beam width b = 5 t in this section. When the
applied voltage is set to IV, the non-dimensional parameters defined in Equations (2.21)
are obtained,
7r2hcbL4

1

AACAC

a=------- —— -— = 0.00525,
240 g 05 (£ /) Iff
£ V2hL4
°
..-=0.04465 ,
■?/
r 0bis
= 2.3761164 r. =2.52146x0.89 = 2.24410.
/7=2
W > .<•'/
go = 0.13
y =0.65—
b
P=\ / 2

(4.1)

Substituting these non-dimensional parameters into Equation (3.30), the HPM solution
with eight terms becomes:

Z

A X 2 + —BX3 + —(0.37401 A-0.00928)W4 +0.01870W5
6
4
+ i (0.04293A - 0.00104)X6 + 0.00102BX1

(4.2)

+ - (0.00234A - 0.00005 - 0.0002Z42 ) X *.
8

in which the unknown coefficients A and B are determined from the boundary conditions
(2.23) as,
A =

-0.03497 ;

£ = 0.08170.

(4.3)
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Then the static deflection by HPM in this case study is,
W( X) = \ - Y y = 0.017488X2 -0.013616X3 + 0.00559LY4 -0.001528X5
to

(4-4)

+ 0.000424A'6 - 0.000083X7+0.000011X%.
The non-dimensional tip deflection for this cantilever switch is calculated as
W(\) = 0.00829 from this 8 -term HPM solution. Figure 4.1 shows the non-dimensional
deflections obtained by HPM with different term numbers. Using different selected terms
of analytical series of HPM ( i = 6 , 7, 8 and 9 for example), the convergence of the HPM
is demonstrated in this figure. Higher accuracy can be obtained by incorporating
additional terms of the solutions; however, eight terms are selected due to the cost
effectiveness of calculations and acceptable errors. In order to validate the accuracy of
the HPM, the FDM results are also provided in this figure for comparison. It is found that
the deflections predicted by the two approaches appear to be very close with the
maximum difference occurring at the free end ( X = 1 ).

Figure 4.1 Finite Difference Method vs HPM analytical solution for the deflections of the
cantilever MEM/NEM switch. The maximum error occurs at the free end.
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When the thickness of the switch is increased while the condition g0 / 1 < \ is maintained
and all of the other geometric parameters are fixed, the tip deflections obtained using
these two solution techniques are listed in Table 4.1 for comparison. It is observed that
HPM prediction lies close to that of FDM, and the maximum difference between the two
predictions is 3.83% when t = 50 nm. It is concluded that HPM can provide reasonably
accurate predictions for the static deflections of MEM/NEM switches considering surface
effects. It is noted that the surface effects are incorporated in the beam model by adding a
second-order derivative in the governing equation (2 .2 2 ), therefore, it is concluded that
the HPM combined with ADM is applicable to solve a more general nonlinear differential
equation.

Table 4.1 Comparison of the non-dimensional tip deflections obtained via HPM and FDM
Thickness

Deflection

Deflection

Percentage Difference

[nm]

(HPM)

(FDM)

(%)

50

0.008292

0.007986

3.83%

60

0.004388

0.004366

0.50%

70

0.002671

0.002671

0%

80

0.001759

0.001761

-0 . 11 %

90

0.001223

0.001225

-0.16%

100

0.000886

0.000887

-0 . 11 %

4.3 Pull-in Parameters
The main objective of this section is to show how the pull-in parameters can be
determined. The HPM analytical solutions are employed to predict the pull-in parameters,
including pull-in voltage, detachment length and low-voltage actuation windows. In
addition, both FDM numerical and lumped parameter model results are also provided for
comparison.
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4.3.1 Pull-in Voltage And Pull-in Deflection
For a MEM switch, the surface effects are ignored for simplification. When the thickness
t is taken as 50 nm and the beam length L - 1 pm , the non-dimensional deflection of the
beam obtained via HPM is,
W( X) = - - A X 2 - - B X 3 --(-0.000876-0.188333/?)X ‘
-(0.000175^ + 0.017750/7^4) X 6 - - (0.002958p B + 0.000029B) X 1
6v
7
0.002535/7 (-0.000876 - 0.188333/7) - 0.00000002
r
-0.000062 A2 -0.003726J3A2 -0.000004/?
The deflection for various non-dimensional electrostatic force parameter

P

(4.5)

by changing

the applied voltage V is presented in Figure 4.2. As expected, the static deflection
increases with increasing P . The maximum deflection can then be determined at the tip
of the beam by setting X = 1. For example, the non-dimensional tip deflection WUpcan
reach 0.514 when the applied voltage is increased to 5.58 V. The pull-in instability will
occur as the non-dimensional tip deflection Wnp becomes abruptly equal to unity. Hence
the non-dimensional tip deflection will be used to obtain the pull-in voltage.
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To obtain the pull-in voltage, the non-dimensional tip deflection for a range of nondimensional electrostatic force parameter P is calculated. The variation of P with the tip
deflection is plotted in Figure 4.3. The tip deflection of the switch increases with the
electrostatic force. However, when the electrostatic force exceeds a certain value P,,,, i.e.,
the applied voltage exceeds a critical value Vp, , the slope of the curve
d P ( X = 1)/ dW trends to zero and no solution exists for the tip deflection. At this point,
the pull-in instability occurs and the corresponding pull-in voltage can be obtained by
substituting /?;vback into Equations (2.21). The non-dimensional tip deflection value at
this point is referred as the pull-in deflection Wn . According to the HPM result,
Wp, = 0.54 , the pull-in instability occurs when tip deflection exceeds about half the
original gap.

Figure 4.3 Variation of the non-dimensional electrostatic force parameter p with nondimensional tip deflection via HPM

Further, it is also found that although solutions for the deflections via a linearized
approach may yield close to exact solutions for low voltage P values considered in
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Figure 4.1, the operation of the switch near the pull-in voltage regime is found to produce
a large discrepancy in the deflections when compared to the exact values. Hence, it is
worth pointing out that the solutions for the deflection via HPM considering the full
nonlinear terms are essential when the applied voltage lies in the neighbourhood of the
pull-in voltage.

Similarly, numerical FDM approach can also be applied to determine the pull-in voltage
and pull-in deflection. The switch tip deflection is firstly determined as a function of the
applied voltage, and then the tip gap is calculated by g0 - w and its variation with the
applied voltage is plotted in Figure 4.4. The pull-in voltage is obtained by increasing the
applied voltage until pull-in instability occurs. Figure 4.4 explicitly demonstrates the
physical touch down behaviour: the tip deflection becomes abruptly equal to or greater
than the initial gap value when the applied voltage exceeds a certain value, which is the
pull-in voltage VP, . The vertical straight line represents the stability limit, which
determines the pull-in deflection value WPI.

Figure 4.4 Variation of tip gap with the applied voltage via FDM

In addition to the distributed parameter model, these two pull-in parameters can also be
determined from the lump parameter model. Using the structure values in this case, the
governing equation (2.26) becomes,
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. _ 8^ /,(1 - ^ ) 2 - 0 -00526(1 - ^ ) - 2
1+ 0.13(1-0^)
The pull-in deflection WPI and the critical parameter PP, can be obtained by setting
d p / dWlip = 0 as illustrated in Figure 4.5. It is demonstrated in this figure that for a
given P less than PP, , two solutions exist in 0 < WUp < 1. The solution of Wtip less than
IV,,, corresponds to a stable equilibrium point while the other one corresponds to an
unstable equilibrium point. However, when P is greater than P,,,, no real solution exists.
Therefore, the corresponding pull-in voltage Vp, is then determined from Pr, .

Figure 4.5 Variation of the non-dimensional parameter p with tip deflection via a lumped
parameter modal

Based on the above calculations, the non-dimensional pull-in deflections and pull-in
voltages predicted by using different solution techniques for the distributed parameter
model and the lumped parameter model are listed in Table 4.2 for comparison. It is
observed that HPM prediction of the pull-in voltage is very close to that of FDM, while
lumped model underestimate this pull-in voltage. The relative difference of the HPM and
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FDM predictions is within the acceptable range for design purposes. Hence, HPM is
concluded to work well for predicting the pull-in voltage and pull-in deflection.

Table 4.2 Comparison of the pull-in deflection and pull-in voltage obtained via lumped
parameter model, HPM and FDM solution techniques for distributed parameter model
Lumped model

HPM

FDM

Wn

0.34

0.54

0.43

fin

1.080

1.40

1.504

V„ (V)

4.91

5.59

5.79

4.3.2 Detachment Length
Another important pull-in parameter, the detachment length, is also an important
parameter for the design consideration of switches. In order to help understand the
concept of the detachment length, the stiction phenomenon, as a major reliability problem
in the design of MEM/NEM switches, is introduced here. The stiction problem results
from the competition between Casimir force and the restoring elastic force, which is
related to the dimensional values of the structure. In the absence of any input voltage,
when Casimir force is greater than the restoring elastic force with specific values of
structure dimensions, the adhesion of two electrodes occurs and leads to the collapse of
the movable beam. For any fixed initial gap between electrodes, the maximum length of
the movable electrode that will not adhere to the fixed electrode is called the detachment
length. Similarly, for any fixed length of the movable electrode, the minimum initial
electrode gap that will not cause the stiction of these two electrodes is called the
detachment gap. These parameters can offer criteria for the designer to avoid the non
functional switch design. In this section, the detachment length will be determined via
both HPM and FDM for the distributed parameter model, and lumped parameter model
results are also provided for comparison. For a distributed parameter model without
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considering surface effects, by setting the non-dimensional parameter P - 0 , the
governing equation (2.22) becomes:
d 4y ( X ) _
dx'

a

~ ~ [> (.y )]4

The corresponding HPM solution with eight terms is expressed as,
aBX1
W (X) = - —A X 2 - —BX2 + — a X 4------ ■aAXb 1260
2
6
24
180

(4.8)

+ — — [\5ccA2+ a2]X* .
10080L
J
In order to predict the detachment length, Equation (4.8) is solved for a range of beam
length while keeping all of the other geometric parameters of the beam fixed, for example,
/ = 50 nm and b = 5t . The relation between the beam length and tip deflection is
illustrated in Figure 4.6. As the beam length increases, the maximum deflection increases
as expected. However when the beam length exceeds a certain value, which is referred to
as the detachment length

, no solution exists for the deflection of the switch.

Figure 4.6 Variation of switch length L with the tip deflection via HPM

The application of FDM for determining the detachment length follows the same
procedure, while lumped parameter model can provide an explicit formulation for the
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determination of the detachment length. For example, setting the non-dimensional
parameter P - 0 in Equation (2.26) results in,
8 ^ „ ( i- K P)2- ^ - w lipr 2 _Q

(4.9)

i + r V - K P)
or
a = W tip( \ - W j .

(4.10)

It is interesting to note that the detachment length of the cantilever beam can be obtained
by the critical values of c t, which can be obtained at the unstable point of the beam.
Setting d a / dWlip = 0 in Equation (4.10), the critical value of ct is obtained as a = 0.66.
The relation between this critical value and the detachment length is determined from
Equations (2.21) as,
.

1 7t2hcbLA
mm
240 g05(E l)eff •

(4.11)

Thus, the detachment length is obtained as,
Lmax - 4

240a J(fy ) «•

(4.12)

n'hcb

The detachment lengths predicted via three approaches are listed in Table 4.3 for
comparison. It is observed that the HPM result agrees very well with the FDM prediction,
while the use of the lumped parameter model resulted in an underestimation for this
parameter.

Table 4.3 Comparison of detachment length obtained via Lumped model, HPM and FDM

Anax

Lumped model

HPM

FDM

3347nm

3523nm

3655nm
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4.3.3 Low-voltage Actuation Window
In the practical design of MEM/NEM switches, it has been suggested that a low-voltage
actuation window can provide very useful information as discussed in [19]. Detachment
length and maximum length with a given voltage are used to construct the low-voltage
actuation window. For example, for the purposes of constructing a ‘less than IV’
actuation window, the variation of the switch length with initial gap for a pull-in voltage
of IV is plotted in Figure 4.7 together with the detachment length variation. This window
depicted in a shaded region can be visualized to give a theoretical range of lengths and
initial air gaps providing a pull-in voltage lower than IV for a given thickness. The area
above a window shows nonviable cantilever switch dimensions, while the area below a
window shows cantilever switch dimensions which require pull-in voltage higher than
IV. Both HPM and FDM are employed to determine the Low-voltage actuation window.
It is observed from this figure that the HPM prediction overestimates the overall lowvoltage actuation window while the predictions by the two approaches appear to be very
close.

Figure 4.7 Low-voltage actuation windows for switches via HPM and FDM
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This window offers a useful tool for the design of the switches. For example, for a given
length 1.5 pm, Figure 4.8 illustrated the available lower (25.3 nm) and upper (32.3 nm)
bounds for the initial gap values that can be determined from the intersection of the
horizontal dotted straight line with the shaded region. Also, if initial gap takes a specific
value of 45 nm as chosen in the present case study, the lower and upper bounds for the
viable length are 1.99 pm and 3.075 pm.

Figure 4.8 The application of low-voltage actuation windows

4.4 Surface Effects On The Pull-in instability of NEM
Electrostatic Switches
The Casimir force effect on the pull-in phenomenon of NEM switches has been
investigated by some researchers [19, 25]. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge,
the influence of surface effects on the pull-in phenomenon of NEM switches has not been
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investigated in detail. Here the present study will focus on characterizing the switching
behaviour incorporating surface effects.

4.4.1 Surface Effects On The Pull-in Voltage
Firstly, the influence of surface effects on the pull-in voltage is demonstrated via
employing HPM and FDM. When the thickness t and length L for the beam are taken as
50 nm and 1 pm, respectively, while the beam width is set as b = 5 t , the variation of the
pull-in voltages of a NEM switch with the initial gap to width ratio g0 / b is plotted in
Figure 4.9, in which the results are compared for the cases with and without the
consideration of surface effects. It is observed form both HPM and FDM predictions that
surface effects reduce the pull-in voltage of the switch in general. However, the influence
of surface effects on the pull-in voltage does not appear to change significantly with the
initial gap to width ratio.

Figure 4.9 Influence of surface effects on pull-in voltage for varying initial gap
(t = 50 nm).
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By increasing the beam thickness from 50 nm to 100 nm while keeping all of the other
geometric parameters of the beam fixed, the variation of the pull-in voltage with the beam
thickness predicted via HPM is shown in Figure 4.10. As expected, this figure illustrates
that surface effects are more profound for the beam with low thickness values. For
example, The HPM result indicates an over prediction of the pull-in voltage by about
11.38% which is evident for the case considering Casimir force only when the beam
thickness is 50 nm. The FDM results are also provided for comparison, in which the
influence of surface effects on the pull-in voltage is evident. These predictions discussed
above demonstrate the significance of incorporating surface effects in characterizing
NEM switch behaviour. In particular, it can be concluded that exclusion of surface effects
in the analysis may result in an overestimation of the pull-in voltage.

Figure 4.10 Influence of surface effects on pull-in voltage for varying thickness values
(&o= 50 nm ).

Further, qualifying the effects of surface elasticity and surface stress on this pull-in
parameter separately may also be of interest to the NEM switch operation. Figure 4.11
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plots the variations of the pull-in voltage with the surface elasticity E s ( r° = 0) and
surface stress r° ( £ ' = 0 ) and compares them with the constant pull-in voltage 5.588 V
for a switch without the consideration of surface effects. It is found that surface stress
effect on this pull-in parameter is more prominent in the current case study, where
Es = 1.22 pN/pm and r° =0.89 pN/pm are chosen as representative parameters for the
metal nanoswitches.
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of the influence of surface elasticity and surface stress on pull-in
voltage.

Comparing the plots in Figure 4.10, it is found that the relative differences of the HPM
and FDM predictions increase with the consideration of surface effects, especially when
the beam thickness t is relatively small. For example, the maximum relative difference
occurs when / = 50 nm and varies from 8.96% to 4.31% for the cases with and without the
consideration of surface effects. Since the relative differences to numerical solutions are
within the acceptable range for design purposes, a typical range of 10%~15% [42], HPM
is concluded to work well for the pull-in voltage determination when surface effects are
considered.
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4.4.2 Surface Effects On The Detachment Length
As discussed in the previous section, the detachment length is determined when stiction of
the movable electrode to the fixed ground electrode problem occurs due to the
competition between Casimir force and the restoring elastic force. Once the beam is bent
by Casimir force, the curvature of the cantilever beam is not zero and surface effects
come into effect as seen in Equation (2.15), which may play a significant role in the
detachment length prediction. Figure 4.12 shows the variation of the detachment length
with the beam thickness for the cantilever switch with and without the consideration of
surface effects obtained via both HPM and FDM. For a specific beam thickness, the
discrepancy between the curves with and without the consideration of surface effects
indicates the significance of surface effects in the determination of the detachment length
of NEM switches. It is also observed from this figure that the influence of surface effects
decreases with increasing beam thickness. A comparison of lengths obtained via FDM
and HPM indicates that the relative differences appear to be within an acceptable range.

Figure 4.12 Influence of surface effects on detachment length for varying thickness values
(g 0=50nm ).
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4.4.3 Surface Effects On Low-voltage Actuation Window
For NEM switches, it is necessary to see the influence of surface effects on the lowvoltage window. For the purposes of constructing a low-voltage actuation window, the
variation of the switch length with initial gap for a pull-in voltage of IV is plotted in
Figure 4.13, together with the detachment length variation, for cases with and without the
consideration of surface effects. A comparison of the shape of the two shaded windows
reveals that surface effects play a significant role in the prediction of low-voltage
actuation windows. In particular, a reduction in the maximum available window is evident
which indicates that exclusion of surface effects in the analysis may result in an
overestimation of this useful design parameter.

Initial gap gQ[nm]
Figure 4.13 Influence of surface effects on the low-voltage actuation window when
thickness t = 50 nm. Filled areas show the ‘less than IV’ actuation windows. Other areas
represent either not viable or ‘more than IV’ actuation switches.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the pull-in parameters, including pull-in voltage, detachment length and
low-voltage actuation windows, have been investigated for MEM/NEM switches based on
the mathematical models and solution techniques developed in the previous chapters. It is
observed that HPM analytical prediction on the pull-in parameters of MEM/NEM
switches is more accurate and reliable compared to the lumped parameter model. It is also
found to overestimate the static deflection and underestimate pull-in voltage and
detachment length compared to FDM numerical solutions. However, the relative
differences to FDM numerical solutions are within an acceptable range for design
purposes. It is concluded that HPM can be considered as a useful tool for predicting static
bending and pull-in parameters when surface effects are considered. Therefore, HPM is
preferred since it is straightforward to implement and could save computation efforts
while not losing accuracy. For NEM switches, surface effects are found to play a
significant role in the selection of basic design parameters, such as pull-in voltage and
detachment length. Surface effects on low-voltage actuation windows have been also
characterized. It is found that the influence of surface effects on the pull-in instability of
NEM switches is more prominent when the ratio of thickness to other switch dimensions
is relatively small. The present study is envisaged to provide useful insights for the design
of both MEM and NEM switches.
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Chapter 5
Surface Effects On The Design of Casimir
Force Actuated Nanoswitches

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the concept of Casimir actuated nanoswitches, together with the idea of
Casimir-force actuation window, are developed to meet the demand for lower power
consumption and smaller size of the devices. The influence of surface effects on the pullin parameters of Casimir actuated switches is demonstrated. This effect, together with
other currently known difficulties due to uncertainties such as surface roughness and
trapped electric charge may hinder the realization of this class of devices. An EulerBernoulli beam model defined in Chapter 2 is employed to demonstrate this effect in a
nanocantilever switch, and numerical solutions employing a finite difference approach is
obtained for investigating the influence of surface effects on Casimir-force actuation
window.
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5.2 The Introduction of Casimir Actuated Nanoswitches
Since intermolecular forces only depend on geometry and topology of the boundary, most
nanoscale switches are switched on and off via controlling the electrostatic force as
mentioned in previous chapters. However, future nanoscale devices will need to be
switched using a new stimulus rather than electrical current. The new techniques that
successfully control Casimir force may soon ensure the physical realization of Casimir
actuated switches which can be operated by purely altering the magnitude of Casimir
force.

For this purpose, the modification of the magnitude of Casimir force has been
successfully demonstrated via many techniques such as manipulating the dielectric
properties of a material with light [36], intervening an external magnetic field [37] and
changing the carrier density of the semiconductor [47], Amongst these, the new
modification technique demonstrated by Torricelli et al [35] which was discussed in
Chapter 1 provided a large Casimir force contrast between two surfaces made by AIST.
Their experimental demonstration showed that AIST, a material already used in
rewritable CDs and Blue-ray discs, was reversibly switched from a crystalline to an
amorphous state when heated by a laser for the purpose of enhancing the Casimir force up
to 25%. Their study may open a new avenue to the development of a new class of self
switching nanodevices.

In practical applications of a Casimir actuated switch, uncertainties due to the influence of
surface roughness and trapped electric charge between moving parts, have been
considered to be problematic, and hence requires significant attention before such
switches become a reality, as addressed in [48] and [49]. However, these studies appear
to have ignored the surface effects of nanostructured materials, which may hinder the
realization of this class of devices. Hence, the objective of this chapter is to study the
effects of the surface elasticity and the surface stress on the pull-in parameters of Casimir
actuated switches. Finite difference method is employed to obtain numerical solutions for
the resulting nonlinear differential equation.
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A cantilever type nanoswitch as shown in Figure 2.1 is considered as a case study.
Employing the distributed parameter model developed in Chapter 2, the governing
equation for the geometrically linear Euler-Bemoulli beam is determined in the absence
of the applied voltage as,
(EI)

ddv(x)
eS

dx

. , . d 2w ( x ) _
-2t b
=K •
dx'

(5.1)

Owing to the controllable gain used to switch on and off for Casimir actuated switches, a
parameter k is introduced here to represent this actuation gain: A low Casimir force
associated with a non-actuated switch is represented by k = 0 , while a value of k = 0.25
with an actuated switch. Casimir force incorporating the actuation gain can be expressed
as,
n 2hcb

F =-

(1 + 4)

.

(5.2)

2 4 0 [g „ - w ( x ) ]

Substituting Equation (5.2) into Equation (5.1), the governing equation is rewritten as
(£ /)r^ M
eff

. 2 r« / ’» (* )

dx

dx2
n 2hcb

(5.3)

240[g0 - w(x)]

-(1 + 4)

with the boundary conditions for a cantilever switch,
w\Ijc=0 - 0 ,
d 2w
dx4

= 0,
x=L

= 0,

*

dx

x=0

d 3w
dx

(5.4)
=0 .

x=L

It is known that exact solutions are not available for this class of nonlinear differential
equation. Hence numerical solutions described in Chapter 2 are employed for
characterizing the switching behaviour, and to provide a basis for the design of Casimir
actuated switches.
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5.3 The Influence of The Surface Effects
An AIST cantilever nanoswitch with 50 nm in thickness is taken as an example for the
present case study. The Young’s modulus E of AIST is assumed to take the value 53 GPa
while the beam width b = 5 t . The length and the gap will be determined from the
proposed Casimir-force actuation window as described in the following discussion.

Figure 5.1 Shaded area shows Casimir-force actuation window. Other areas represent
nonviable switches.

Firstly, Casimir-force actuation window is developed for the purpose of the design of
geometric parameters. For the purposes of constructing a Casimir-force actuation
window, the variation of detachment length with initial gap is plotted in Figure 5.1 for
non-actuated (k = 0) and actuated ( k - 0.25 ) switches when surface effects are not taken
into consideration. This window depicted in a shaded region can be visualized to give a
theoretical range of viable lengths and initial air gaps for a given thickness. On the other
hand, the area outside this window indicates nonviable cantilever switch dimensions. This
window offers a useful tool for the design of Casimir actuated switches. For example, for
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a given length, Fig. 5.1 shows the available lower (69.0 nm) and upper (72.2 nm) bounds
for the initial gap values that can be determined from the intersection of the horizontal
dotted straight line with the shaded region. Also, if initial gap takes a specific value of 60
nm as chosen in the present case study, the lower and upper bounds for the viable length
are 3.968 pm and 4.194 pm.

The present study focuses on the influence of surface effects on Casimir-force actuation
window. To the best of author’s knowledge, there are no published values of the surface
stress and the surface elastic modulus for AIST. Therefore, surface elastic modulus Es is
assumed to be 1.0 pN/pm while a range of values for the surface stress r° is assumed in
this study. For characterizing the influence of surface effects, by increasing r° from zero
to 0.5 pN/pm, the variation of the length range with surface stress is plotted in Figure 5.2.
It is observed from this figure that surface effects tend to reduce the viable length of the
switch as expected. Also, the range of the viable length appears to decrease when the
surface stress increases.

To illustrate the existence of a threshold value for the surface stress, a switch length of
4000 nm which lies between the lower and upper bounds of the viable lengths as shown in
Figure 5.1 is chosen. The resulting design configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.2 by a
pair of dotted lines. This reveals a threshold surface stress value of 0.05 pN/pm which
corresponds to the chosen design configuration. For the purpose of demonstrating the
static deflection of the beam with a viable length design, a value of 0.04 pN/pm which is
lower than the threshold value of 0.05 pN/pm is assumed for r°. Figure 5.3 depicts this
plot and clearly demonstrates the influence of surface effects on the static deflection.

The above predictions reveal that the influence of surface effects play a significant role in
the selection of design parameters that govern the dimensions of Casimir actuated
switches. In particular, a reduction in Casimir-force actuation window is evident which
indicates that exclusion of surface effects in Casimir-force actuation window may result
in non-functional device designs.

§

Length (nm)
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Static deflection w (nm)

area shows range of viable lengths for varying surface stress.

Figure 5.3 Influence of surface effects on static deflections ( g0 = 60 nm , L = 4000 nm ,
E s = 1.0 tiN/pm and r° = 0.04 yN/um).
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5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the idea of Casimir actuated nanoswitches has been developed to assist in
the design of switchable devices which can be operated by purely altering the magnitude
of Casimir force. The concept of Casimir-force actuation window has been proposed and
has been shown to provide useful insights for this new class of switches. The numerical
solutions using FDM has been employed to investigate the influence of surface effects on
Casimir-force actuation window. The predictions reveal that the influence of surface
effects on the pull-in parameters of Casimir actuated switches is profound, and hence
warrants proper consideration and care during device designs. The present study is
envisaged to aid the design and performance predictions of Casimir actuated switches, so
that these devices can become a reality in the near future.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions And Recommendations
6.1 Summary
This thesis is focused on the modeling of MEM/NEM electrostatic switches. The
proposed mathematical models cover the influence of factors such as electrostatic force,
intermolecular forces and surface effects.

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is employed to derive these mathematical models. In order to
provide more accurate predictions for the structures at micro/nano scale, the models
incorporate intermolecular forces and surface effects using the surface elasticity model
and the generalized Young-Laplace equation. Since exact solutions are not available for
the resulting nonlinear differential equation, alternate solution techniques have been
pursued for obtaining both approximate analytical solutions as well as numerical solutions.

Homotopy perturbation method in conjunction with Adomian decomposition method has
been implemented in a proposed algorithm to obtain approximate analytical solutions for
the resulting nonlinear differential equation. Employing ADM in the HPM process, the
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complex expansion of high-order nonlinear terms is avoided. Hence the incorporation of
nonlinear forces and effects in the switching model will not affect the performance of the
HPM solutions. Together with ADM, this robust HPM algorithm presented in this thesis
may be also used for the analysis of actuation systems which may involve other nonlinear
actuation forces. In order to validate the predicted results, the numerical solutions have
been also obtained using finite difference method.

The pull-in behaviour of MEM/NEM switches has been investigated using the above
methods and also via a lumped parameter model. The pull-in parameters, including pull-in
voltage, detachment length and low-voltage actuation windows, have been discussed in
detail. HPM analytical solutions are found to be more accurate and reliable compared to
those predicted via the lumped parameter model. HPM solutions also trend to
overestimate the static deflection, and underestimate pull-in voltage and detachment
length compared to the FDM numerical solutions. However, its relative differences to the
FDM numerical solutions are within an acceptable range for design purposes. HPM is
concluded to work well for the static pull-in parameter determination, and is preferred
since it is straightforward to implement and could save computation efforts while not
losing accuracy.

The influence of surface effects on the pull-in instability of MEM/NEM electrostatic
switches has been also studied. Predictions via HPM and FDM revealed that the influence
of surface effects on the pull-in instability of switches is more prominent for switches
with smaller cross-sectional dimensions. As part of this thesis, for the purpose of ensuring
the physical realization of the switchable Casimir-force devices, the idea of Casimir-force
actuation window has been proposed here to assist in the design of such switches. The
influence of surface effects on the pull-in parameters of Casimir actuated switches has
been demonstrated. The present study is envisaged to aid the design and performance
predictions of Casimir actuated switches, so that these devices can become a reality in the
near future. The present study is envisaged to aid the design and performance
improvement of MEM/NEM switches.
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6.2

Thesis Contributions

The original contributions arising from the present study may be summarized as follows:
•

Developed a general mathematical model for MEM/NEM switches for the purpose
of characterizing their instability behaviour at both micro and nano scales. Both
intermolecular forces and surface effects have been incorporated in the model.

•

Applied HPM, together with ADM, to obtain the approximate analytical solution
for nonlinear two-point forth-order boundary value problem resulted from the
proposed MEMS/NEMS model.

•

Investigated the pull-in parameters of MEM/NEM electrostatic switches via HPM
and performed suitable validation via numerical solutions obtained using FDM.

•

Carried out the comprehensive investigation of the influence of surface effects on
the pull-in parameters for the purpose of providing useful insights for designs of
MEM/NEM switches

•

Developed a new class of switchable Casimir-force devices and associated
actuation windows in order to aid the design of switchable devices which can be
operated by purely altering the magnitude of Casimir force.

6.3 Recommendations For Future Work
In the present study, only MEM/NEM electrostatic switching system is considered. The
methodology developed in this thesis can be used to study other NEMS/MEMS based
systems. Many MEMS/NEMS devices employ multi-physical fields and can be
represented by a more general form of Equation (3.33) which could represent a
differential equation of arbitrary order as well as containing arbitrary power in the
dependent variable as the non-homogenous part. HPM could therefore be employed to
construct approximate analytical solutions, as well as to perform corresponding
predictions for such systems. The algorithm may then be implemented in mathematical
software such as MATLAB and MAPLE for the purpose of providing an analysis toolbox
for MEMS/NEMS.
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In addition, the present model of Casimir actuated nanoswitches only incorporates the
surface effect; however, it is well known that other uncertainties such as surface
roughness and trapped electric charge play a significant role on the pull-in behaviour of
this class of devices. Hence, a comprehensive model incorporating above effects needs to
be developed for the purpose of providing more precise stability predictions, and the
predicted threshold values of above effects may be used as guidelines for the fabrication
and operation of Casimir actuated nanoswitches.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Application of ADM in HPM Process
Adomian decomposition method for solving the nonlinear problems was introduced by
Adomian [50] in the beginning of the 1980s. It is well known that this method yields a
rapid convergence of the solution series and provides an efficient numerical solution with
high accuracy. In this appendix, the application of ADM in the HPM process is discussed
in detail.

On the right side of Equation (3.22) in the HPM process, the nonlinear terms y 1 , y 2,
y ~A, respectively, account for fringing effect, electrostatic force and Casimir force. These
nonlinear terms can be represented in a form,
G(v) = v",

(A.l)

where n denotes an arbitrary number. Employing ADM, the HPM solution of Equation
(A.l) can be expressed in a power series of the embedding parameter p as,
G(y) = Y Jp kHk =H 0 + pH | + p 2H2 + ••• ,

(A.2)

k=0

where Hk represents the Adomian polynomials take the form [51]:
Hk(vo

1 dl
= k \ dp1

Expanding formula (A.3) results in:

f k
Z p\
\

i= 0

, k = 0, 1, 2,
p=o

(A.3)
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# 0 , —vo >
# i , = « V 'v , ,
#2.« = ^ ( « - l) V o ”' 2V,2+/7V0n-'v2 ,
# 3.« = ^n(n - \)(n-2)v0n- \ + n(n - 1)v0”~ \v2+nv0”~'v3 ,

(A.4)

H <" = ~ h {H~ 1X" ’ 2){n “ 3)V°"’4V'4 " \ {n ~ 1)(" " 2)vo " 'V y2

- ^ ( n - l ) v 0"'2v3+«Vo”“1v4 ,
o
Substitution of Equations (A.4) in Equations (A.2), the solution of Equation (A.l) in a
power series of p can be obtained.

It may be noted that the higher order n is not of significance since its effect on the
solution of nonlinear terms v” is minimized via the application of ADM. In order to
demonstrate this advantage, an example is considered.

In order to decompose the nonlinear term y 1, for example, the HPM solution can be
written as,
y 2= H 0+ pH} + p 2H 2+ p 3H 3+--- ,

(A.5)

where the Adomian polynomials Hk can be expanded as,

H = y02,
0

H\=2yQy x ,
Hi = 2y0y2+y\2 .

(A -6)

/ / 3= 2 >;0^3+ 2>,|>;2 •
Substitution of Equations (A.6) in Equations (A.5), the solution of the nonlinear
term y 2can expressed in the form of HPM power series as,
y 2 = y02 + (2y0yi)p + (2y0y2 + yt2)p2+(2y0y3+ 2y,y2)p3+ •••

(a .7)

In order to validate this result, an expression is derived by straightforward expension from
original HPM solution expression:
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y = (y2+pyi +p y2+/ piy
2

0

2

i +---)2

2\

2 /

\3

= >>0 + (2 y0>;i)/? + ( 2J'oJ'2+ .y| )P + (2^ o>^3+ 2^!^2) + " •

(A.8)

The comparison between Equation (A.7) and Equation (A.8) indicates ADM result agrees
with the result obtained using straightforward expansion. However, when n takes a higher
order number -10, for example, straightforward expansion becomes difficult while the
expansion via ADM still keeps its effectiveness and efficiency. Hence, ADM can be
excellently adopted in the HPM process in order to maintain the effectiveness and
efficiency of HPM.

Appendix B: MATLAB Routine for Prediction of Cantilever
Switches
Calculation of static deflections:
function tip = deflection(V)

% Program is built for calculation of deflections of cantilever NEMS switch
% V is Applied voltage, while tip denotes the maximum deflection
% Jianming Bryan Ma
% March 1, 2011

% Accuracy parameters
N = 700;

% Number of beam elements

accuracy = 5e-10; % Convergence tolerance

%

System parameters
%
********* ********************************** o/Q

global gap
tb = 50e-9;

%m - beam thickness

wb = 250e-9;

%m - beam width
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gap = 50e-9;

%m - initial gap

Lb = 1000e-9;

%m - beam length

tao = 0.89;

%uN/um - the surface stress

ES = 1.22;

%uN/um - the surface elastivity

Casimir = 1.3e-27;

%N.mA2 - casimir constant

% Material properties
E = 76e9;

%Pa - Young's modulus

nu = 0.23;

% Poisson’s ratio

%
Static deflection analysis
%
%********************************************%
I = wb*tbA3/12;

%mA4 - moment of inertia

Area = wb*tb;

%mA2 - cross-sectional area

rig = E*I;

% Beam flexural rigidity

rig = rig + 0.5*ES*wb*(tbA2);

% Considering surface effects

P = 2*tao*wb;

% Equivalent force resulting from surface stress

% Mesh the beam and initialize some variables
h = Lb/N;

% Step size in x

wu = zeros(N+l,l);
A = sparse(N,N);
B = sparse(N,N);
b = zeros(N,l);
x = [0:h:Lb];
fe = zeros(N,l);
% Calculate some constants which will be used in the equations
cl = hA4/rig;
c2 = P*(hA2)/rig;
% Set up the matrices
A (l,l:3) = [7 -4 1];
A(2,l :4) = [-4 6-4 1];

A(N-1,N-3:N) = [1 -4 5-2];
A(N,N-2:N) = [1 -2 1];
B(l,l:2) = [-2 1];
B(2,l:3) = [1 -2 1];
B(N-1,N-2:N) = [1 -2 1];
B(N,N-1 :N) = [0 0];
%

for counter = 3:N-2
A(counter,counter-2:counter+2) = [1-4 6 -4 1];
B(counter,counter-1:counter+l) = [1 -2 1];
end
% Iterate on the solution until the beam stops deflecting
finished = 0 ;
iterate = 0;
wlast = wu;
tip = 0;
while finished==0
fe = force(wu,gap,wb,V,casimir);

% Total force

bss = b + cl *fe;

% Right side of equation

wu(2:N+l) = (A - c2*B)\bss;

% Deflection of beam

tip=wu(N+l);

% Tip of beam

if max(abs(wu(2:N) - wlast(2:N))./abs(wu(2:N)))<accuracy
finished = 1;
end
if tip>=gap
finished = 1 ;
end
wlast = wu;
iterate=iterate+1;
end
format long
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display('Maxium deflection of beam is')
display(tip)
% Plot deflections
plot(x,wu)
xlabel('Length of beam')
ylabel('Deflections (m)')
%********************************************0/^
%
Total forces
%
0^********************************************%
function fe = force(wu,gap,wb,V,casimir)
e0=8.854e-12;

% Permittivity of air

[n]=size(wu);
n=n(l,l)-l;
ff=l;
for ss=l:n
fe(ff,l)=(((gap-wu(ff+l))A2)\(0.5*e0*wb*(VA2)))*(l+(0.65*(gap-wu(ff+l)))/wb)...
+ (((gap-wu(ff+1))A4)\(casimir* wb));
ff=ff+l;
end

Calculation of pull-in voltage:
function PI_voltage = voltage(V inital)
% Program is built for calculation of pull_in voltage of switch
% Jianming Bryan Ma
% March 1,2011
V = V inital;

%V - initial pull-in voltage

step=0.1;

%V - step of voltage increasing

global gap
index1=0 ;
index2=0 ;
while index 1==:0
V=V+step;
tip = deflection(V);
if tip>=gap
index1 = 1 ;
end
index2=index2+l ;
vv(index2)=V;
newgap(index2)=tip;
end
PI_voltage=V-step;
vv(index2)=PI_voltage;
newgap(index2)=0 ;
format long
display('Pull-in voltage is')
display(PI_voltage)
%Plot voltages vs deflections
plot(vv,newgap)
xlabel('Applied Voltage(V)')
ylabel('Tip deflections(m)')
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Appendix C: MAPLE Routine for Derivation of HPH Solutions
T HPM
: > restart;
E>

>

tm p ro tec t{ y )

; a n p r o te e t( a ) ; u n p r o te c t( p ] ;

eq l

I— y ( x ) = 1 4-

eq 2

•— y ( x ) = 0 +

q{t) dr:
dr:

fit)

X

eq 5

-= /( x ) = A

eq 4

-.= r (x ) = B -

fit)

dr:

a
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p

y* 8
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> w = n:
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do:
> Bo rd e r •= 0 : for kfrom 0 by 1 10 10 do Border ■= Harder
> BorderA •=* subs in = 4, Harder ) :
Harder? =
»2. Border) :
= Border1 » subsin = 1. Border) :
_> toto/ ¡= a* Harder4
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_> rew/ ;=
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n end do:

J ; end
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Ths(peqlh)

:= <?oW) *0 : peg4 •=jS(x) *A :

: 0hi= rhs(j>eq2b) : Fb - rfa(/*gr4) :

R^

peq\ •- /0(*) « B

=
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▼ PI ( standard loop )
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► P2 ( copy PI loop )
► P3 ( copy PI loop )
! ► P4 ( copy PI loop )
► P5 ( copy PI loop )
► Pii ( copy PI loop )
► P7 ( copy PI loop )
; ► PS ( copy PI loop )
f Solution
j
> foi j fiomO br 1toh da Y} — j«às//-x JJ) : enddo:
Tlie cpproxmii.re soluticn o f equation
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>

Solutionyjj ;=
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Appendix D: MAPLE Routine for Prediction of Pull-in Voltage
▼ Solution
> Solution]* =1 ~ 4.4 .v2 — - 5 r —
2
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T Subprograms for non-dimensional parameters & pull-in voltage
> h — 1.055« 10( 34): c == 2.998*10*: e,v — 8.854* 10: U ): m u = 0 : Eb ■■= 76*10*:

_> V °= vpull:
Sub-program for non-dimensional parameters
> data •=proc( 1b, ES, x , Lb. wb. g )
global Eb , E L ab, jh , Nb, jb. V, /!, c, e;
n i.
Wb*llX , 1 r-r- 1.
E b * — —------ - — * E S * w b * r b
12
2
ft
,= _i.
^ejptcr
( 1 nmr )
1 n- f i - c- wb Lb*
e^l'-wb-Lb*
OD • - - t t t - ----------- :----------------------- . pb — ---------7----------------240
js n
O Affici
“>.6F 57
j.

,V6

„

2 *t -wb 'Lir

effca

—

:

cb '**evalf\ 10¡(ab) :
end proc:

$

■ =

wb
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Sub-problem for pull-in voltage
>

pullm —p ro c{ )

local w ,pul!case,j , pulkaseyy,Dpully% D2pultyy, Ztf/wifry, IBC J,pv!lBC2 , altrod,
goodA . goodB. ¿ssLf, 6 esrS,/w/&p,J\nalpidtyy. Tip p 'iiiy y . goodAl.goodBl:
global ab, (5b, Nb, Solutiony. fmalbeta^tffr/p;
for w from0.001 by 0.001 ro3do
p illea se *« ( a*aft, p=w\ y= ; 6 , Ar-jV6 ) :
j = 8 ; pulkaseyy, — subs(puUcase, Solution^) :
Dpullyyj := -j— ( puUcascyVj

D2 ,

Vv; :=

dr

( pulkaxryv,

pulkaseyy,
dr
puUBCIj ♦= it/65(x = 1, D2pulhy1} =0 : pullBCI •= 51/65 (x = \.D3pdhy.| =0
allroot ;=
jpnilBCl^. pullBC2,US)) :
goodA := ihs( allroot[ 1][!]); goodB *= rhsulirootf 1][2J) ;
goodAl j=» rbs(allroot(l ][!]); goodBl *=rhs( allrootj' 1]f 2] >;
if 2. < goodA < 0 then bestA •= goodA; bestB *= goodB ; else bestA•= goodAl; bestB
= goodBl ; endif;
if 2. < bestA < 0. then bestA := bestA: bestB == bestB: else break: endif:
pirttyy^ — subs{ A - bestA, 3 - bestB . pulkaseyy,):
finalpullyy. = 1 pulhy.
Tippidhy . •= 5?/6 s( x = 1., fmalpullyy);
end do:
fmalbera **=w : fm altip := Tippultyy. :
endproc:
▼ Main program: calculation of pull-in voltage
Input following svsleui paiauicuns.
Width: wb: Length: Lb: Thickness: tb: Initial gap: g : Surface stress-1 : Surface elasticity^E S
> Lb = 1000'10 y;
wb ■= 250 10 9:
g - 50 10"S'

rô;= 50'1C9:
ES ••=1.22.
t •= 0,S9:
> data( rb. ES, t . Lb, m g ) ;
puflini } :
pb ~ finalbeta ;
pit!¡mvo!rage = solve\ %. vpull )[ 1 ] ;

